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An analytical study of stresses in the blades recorded during the March 1971
tests of the DH 2011 jet flap rotor has been performed and presented. The main
objective of the study was to compare the experimental results with analyticaly
determined stresses. The comparison extended over 15 specific flight cases has
been only partially successful. In fact computed 3P and 4P stress components
showed only a poor correlation with the test data obtained. It is believed that the
simplified model of aeroelastic effects used is mainly responsible for this
lack of agreement with test results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The March 1971 Wind tunnel tests of the DH 2011 jet flap rotor have showed
high correlation between stresses and multicyclic control effects. By a suitable
choice of these multicyclic effects, reductions of 50% in stresses and vibrations
have been obtained. Though these results correspond to what could have been
expected, no reliable analytical methods exist to predict and explain the expe-
rimental phenomena. The purpose of the present study is to attempt with existing
analytical means the determination of stresses and their comparison with recor-
ded data.
The existing means consist of the computer program (Ref. 1), known as the
Evans - Me Cloud Program, EMCP, and an analytical method for determination
of stresses and vibrations on the rotor blades from known aerodynamic load
distributions (Ref. 2). The Giravions Dorand Stress Program, GDSP, is based on
transfer functions and transfer matrices suitable for investigation of complex
rotary wing problems.
The stresses will be analyzed at selected flight configurations, mainly at
advance ratios of 0.4, which have been used in the stress and vibration reduc-
tion study (Ref. 3).
2. SYMBOLS
Symbols of Ref. 1 are used throughout this document and will not be restated.
-r period
C
,  complex Fourier coefficient of n-th order
S~L / T non dimensional time
N number of blade elements
rrn. tip mass of n-th blade element
M central mass of n-th blade element
k equivalent spring effect between n-th and n + 1st blade element
ert length of n -th blade element
E) angle between n-th and n + 1st blade element
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Fn  shear at the end of the n-th blade element
G bending stress
Fi Kaerodynamic force applied on rnr
3M ordinate at the end of the n th blade element
'n angle between the n th blade element and the reference line
E I local rigidity of the blade
Jnm mass distribution of the blade (blade density)
h blade longeron thickness
R rotor radius
.L rotation speed (rd/s).
Upperscripts ( x) and ( x ) indicates first and second order derivatives
and ZX
3. BASIC TEST DATA
The basic stress data has been processed to obtain their analytical content.
The following method has been adopted : the stress signals have been originally
recorded on photographic strips of CEC recorders (fig. 1). The period then has
been divided into 50 to 60 intervals defined by X , the corresponding ordinate
Y was noted. Traces n*'s 19 and 20 corresponding respectively to the stress
at 45% radius (4. 2)and 70% radius (4. 3), have thus been treated for 73 test points.
The Fourier analysis of the stress signals has been obtained at the Ames
Research Center by a standard computer routine.
In fact, only 15 of these analyses are of use for this study, since we have only
15 simulations. The simulations are defined such that the rotor is in the same
aerodynamic configuration as in certain windtunnel tests.
In particular, the cyclic and multicyclic pitch law was defined by Fourier
analysis of the flap deflection signal for these same tests. The deflection, produ-
ced by a CIMATRAN transducer, is given by trace n0 24 of the C. E. C. recordings.
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These signals were first analyzed by Giravions Dorand, using a mechanical
harmonic analyzer and were then reanalyzed more accurately by NASA, using a
computer.
We therefore possess 15 simulations giving the radial distribution of forces on
the blade as a function of the azimuthal position of the blade. These simulations,
numbered SIM 11 through SIM 25, correspond respectively to run-points 9-3, 9-4,
9-5, 9-6, 12-10, 12-11, 12-12, 12-13, 14-10, 14-11, 14-12, 14-13, 16-8, 16-9
and 16-10, for which we know the Fourier coefficients of stress at 0. 45R and 0. 7R.
4. CALCULATION PROCEDURE
The program described in the present note has been motivated by the need to
correlate the theoretical results obtained from the Evans - Mc Cloud simulation
program (Ref. 1) with the experimental data gathered during the March 1971 wind
tunnel tests of the DORAND jet flap rotor. In the E. M. C. program, the aerodyna-
mic forces are computed at several stations on the blade and for several blade
azimuthal angles 1 . On other hand, blade stresses have been measured at 0.45
and 0. 7R, as well as the vibratory forces on the rotor hub, as a function of 1/
(Ref. 2 and 3).
The purpose of the Giravions Dorand Stress Program is to compute the blade
stresses and vibratory forces from the aerodynamic forces. The method is based
upon the computation of transfer functions obtained from the dynamic and elastic
characteristics of the blade (Ref. 4 and 5), which are then used to compute the
Fourier coefficients of the stresses from the Fourier coefficients of the forces.
The G. D. Stress Program is composed of three independent programs.
1. BFHA (Blade forces harmonic analysis)
Computes the aerodynamic forces Fourier coefficients from the values of
these forces given for discrete values of Y7
2. BSTM (Blade stresses transfer matrices)
Computes transfer matrices parameters from blade characteristics.
3. STRESS
Computes the Fourier coefficients of blade deflections and stresses and
of the vertical vibratory force on the rotor hub, using the output cards of
BFHA and BSTM.
In this chapter of the present note the mathematical methods involved in these
programs will be described. The following chapter will be devoted to the description
and use of the FORTRAN IV programs.
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4. 1 The fast Fourier analysis (Program FHARIM)
4. 1. 1 The complex Fourier serie
A periodic function F ( b ), of period T , may be expanded in a com-
plex Fourier serie
*2 -rrijnt /T-
F C, a (1)
The complex coefficients Cn are given by :
cr (c) e- 8 (2)
where F(x)= F (TWC)
and c= t/
These coefficients are related to the coefficients of the cosine/sine
expansion by the relations :
At 2 x RzaL part (C.) (3)
15n =-x Ima. parA (cVL)
The computation of the Fourier coefficients amounts therefore to
that of the integrand in (2), which may be approximated, in the case
of digital computation, by the sum :
K4 2Tj r. XpS U ( .e  p 1 - Cp) (4)
p=1
The value of F is assumed to be known for N / points of the in-
terval (0 , -r ), so that
Fp = ( P ) = FCtp)
OC -O
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4. 1. 2 Principles of fast analysis
A direct computation of the sum in (4) is not desirable because :
1) it replaces the function F by a series of steps
2) the exponential FORTRAN IV function has to be called up for
each p and each rt , which is a time consuming process.
The method of the fast analysis will consist in replacing the actual
function F by linearly interpolated segments between two known
values Pp and F p+i , and to compute the exact solution for the
Fourier coefficients of this interpolated function f
Also, a recursive algorithm is used which deduces the value of
the exponential function needed at a particular step from its value
at the previous step by simple multiplication, using the fact that:
(k)a :(,% ,,. ak5-
The FORTRAN IV exponential function is therefore called up only
once, at the beginning of the program, and subsequent calls are
replaced by a multiplication, which is some 10 times faster.
4. 1. 3 Equation of the fast analysis
The function F is presumed known at equidistant points ZC p. If
D is the interval between two points :
D = ocp+ -Tp = /N (5)
p = ( p- 1) .D (6)
Equation (2) may be written as :
Ii
N 2 Tri rL 3
Crt 5 P ( 'jC) a- :4 W (7)
Between xpand Xp-1, the function f is approximated by the linear
function :
A FP- - F p (o r- p (8)
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Replacing F by P in Eq. 7, the integrand can be evaluated analy-
tically and Cn is found to be equal to :
Npl 
.
Cn Z 4 B Fp+, E (9)
2 Tj- lP"n [j n p=1 pp= I h.
where
2 n D
A 1 ( 1- r c ) / rjnD (10)
Bn 2T2j rtD ezWj D ) 2  jnD




1' p r p'
:5 F F, + 2l- F EN,- f.'1 E =+ E
p=7 po PI tr p=I
Hence(9) may be written as :
C = A, + sL/ F) - Fp ,p-I2 Trjr p=1
or, using definitions (10) :
P=N
2Cn= 1- PL.l Pare C E ) I FP r( -
Tr ' I D p
This is the formula which is used in the program for computating
the Fourier coefficients.
The quantities E t, are obtained recursively by :
Er = E E-1 (12)
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The sum over p , by the recursive formula :
5, =o (13)
Sp+1 EM Sp N4- p+1
giving :
p=N
Z FP P1 5 t N'+, (14)
P=.
Finally, for rL= o , a separate computation is performed :
co= 7 Fp (15)
p-1
4. 2 The method of transfer
4. 2.1 Principle of the method
In this method, the blade is replaced by an equivalent system of N
rigid elements linked to each other by an elastic junction. Assuming
small deflections and negligible structural coupling, the three deflec-
tion modes (flap bending, in-plane bending and torsional) are treated
separately.
For the bending modes, deflections occur in a plane and each rigid
element is constructed with three masses, ml, m 2 , m,, chosen in
order to reproduce the same total mass, center of gravity and inertia
of the actual blade portion this element represents. The elasticity
of the junction is modeled by a stiffness coefficient k relating the
local torque to the angle between two adjacent elements
The equivalent blade is obtained by linking these elements and adding
the masses at the junction
This system is defined by the ( N + 1) coordinates of the element tips.
The coordinate -, defines the position of the blade root and is either
taken equal to zero for fixed hub conditions, or has to be defined by the
hub equations.
For computation purpose, it is convenient to consider that the equiva-
lent blade is constructed with two-mass elements ( m' , central mass
and m L ,tip mass) as sketched in fig. 4.
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4. 2. 2 Definition of the blade elements
Let e r be the blade linear density ( er ). An element of
length e , representing a portion of the blade between R , and R
( 2 RZ- R ), is such that:
R2.
M + M + rn J : ' er r (total mass equation)
m + rn.) = e r < . = I (center of mass equation) (1)[ ( - r.m 2  sm) - err 2 dr  -I (inertia equation)4 fR
The values of 1: , T1 and 13s  are obtained from the blade mass dis-
tribution.Using the solution of system (1) gives :
m = -S 1, / e- + 2 1 3 / e
a = 4 2I / _ 4 13 /0 (2)
, = _ is/ + .2 i/e
Central and tip masses of the i th element are finally given by :
in rn (cL))
(3)
4. 2.3 Computation of the stiffness coefficient
The stiffness coefficient kL. to be associated with the hinge between
element ( i-.1) and i is evaluated by equating the deflection energy
for the real and equivalent blade.
For the real blade, if r L-1 and rL are the radial distances of
the centers of elements ( L-1 ) and L. respectively, this energy is
D 05 EN.
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where M is the bending moment, I the section inertia and E
the Young modulus.
For the equivalent blade :
w k- e (5)
where eL, is the angle between elements ( L- ) and L . It is
assumed that the bending moment M is constant and equal to kL 8e
.




Knowing the values of mL , m'L (equation 3) and k L (equation 6)
completely defines the mathematical model equivalent to the real blade.
The calculation of integrals I , TI and 1T and of equation 6
is performed simply by the trapezoidal method, knowing the mass per
meter and the local section inertia at a certain number of points.
A sufficiently large number of points will be taken to ensure good accu-
racy for the blade data. For example, 19 data points are required toade luatE
ly define the-section inertia and mass curves in the case of the
DH 2011 blade (see figures 2 and 3).
4. 2.4 Dynamic equation of the equivalent blade
The motion equation of the blade subject to forces F and rotating
at constant speed J1 is obtained by means of Lagrange equations.
See figure 4 for the notations and sign convention used.
The potential energy U is given by :
U=f Z kL 8 where 8E
The kinetic energy 7 is given by :
TL= 1
H 00 G H2T=+ rn + - m i ( L _.- t c2 2
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Since the angles are small :
enabling 8 L to written in the form :
1 4 ) 'L-2 (1)
It is also possible to write :
iii % W j _ -(2)
C-
L L T  2
The partial derivatives of the Lagrange equations can be expressed as
follows, using equations 1, 2 and 3:
)u _ k eL+k 8 +1 1 7 L + (4)-
L 1
G -D 005 G EN. EL C5)1
' L rc
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C = r / + rZ
L i J
rr" = m + r L 1
The final equation may therefore be written in the form
, .. L++ 4
(7)
+++ + J2 - bL - c"i ""f 
4f -,1a "" ' +4 r bC--I L--t L)L
where
eL g L- _+
Equation 7 may be expressed in the following matrix form :
F= EM.Z .. EK. Z +- J. EC.Z (8)
where
F= F; z = s=
GD 005 GEN. ^ o Y-LYO-
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F being the column vector of the forces and Z that of the displace-
ments.
E i , E K and E C are square matrices ( N x rN ) which represent
successively the effects of masselasticity and centrifugal forces.
The elements of these matrices may be calculated from the following
formulas ( MJ being the term in the i th line and j th column).
L 4






Matrix fK U + (10)L +1, -  k U L* +1
EK .IL -t-
EK. kL+i U +. + k L+ U L+.
LZ kZ.+ 2
E C. L + L + 1  wicio
c.;. (11)
e-L
Matrix EC. 'th cLu.+
EC+
EC +i- 1  bL -e_ LL -
Remark: The non-defined terms of these matrices are zero.
It may also be seen that these three matrices are symmetrical (since
c - 6L = a . +  - L + 1 ) which simplifies calculation.
Equations 9, 10 and 11 thus enable the blade motion equation to be ex-
pressed in linear differential matrix form, which relates the flapping
displacements of the N points selected on the blade (at the junctions
of the equivalent blade elements) to the aerodynamic forces applied to
these points.
F= EM. Z K E +J EYC.Z
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This equation is easily resolved with the Fourier coefficients of the
displacement forces, since this amounts to a matrix inversion.
Thus we can write :
F,= [- t - E+ K -+ - _ EC-] Zr
where F, is a vector containing the n-order Fourier components
(sine or cosine) of the forces on the various points,
Zr: same definition for the displacements
The n-th harmonic is thus given by :
z1 z[- JI2 EI-+- + 2' EC] -"
Remark: This equation should be applied twice for each harmonic,
once for the sine and once for the cosine.
4.2.5 Calculation of Flapping natural Vibration Modes
Taking the basic matrix equation :
F = EM.Z + [EK +- EC ]Z
it is seen that the resonant frequencies can be easily calculated by
writing that for these frequencies this equation cannot be inverted.
Let W be a resonant pulse , giving :
F= -u E M +F-K +L2 EC Z
The conditions of resonance impose
determinant _ Ic E l. E S + L C.
This equation is true if wp is a eigenvalue of
EM -  [EK + 2  E- C
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The various natural frequencies are obtained by calculating the eigen-
values of E l1 [ EK + . EC ] .
It is apparent that the number of values obtained is finite and equal
to the number N of elements of the equivalent blade, whilst in
reality it is infinite. This raises a problem of accuracy and therefore
of convergence of the method.
We have, for example, evaluated the rate of convergence by calcula-
ting the natural frequencies of the first three modes of vibration of
a uniform bar, for differept numbers of elements constituting the
equivalent bar. Two cases of calculation were considered : zero speed
of rotation and a rotation of 33. 3 rd /s.
The results are shown in figures 5 and 6.
Since we theoretically know the required values for a uniform bar,
we note that :
- the method provides good accuracy for the first 3 modes with a small
number (approximately 6) of elements.
- convergence is more rapid for zero rotational speed than for
JL = 33. 3 rd /s.
The application of this method to the DH 2011 blade enabled us to
determine the first three modes (flapping and the first 2 bending modes)
and to compare them with the values calculated previously. The calcu-
lation was made for a 6-element equivalent blade. See figure 7.
4. 2. 6 Calculation of blade bending stresses
The blade motion equation enables us to know the Fourier coefficients
of blade distortion.
Knowing the cross-section thichness of the blade spar is therefore
sufficient for determing local stress in this spar.
See figure 8 for the following calculation.
If k~t is the half-width of the spar, we can express the stress 6L
as:
SD 005 GEN.
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For small angles, however, D Q , h O
whence G L  E 69
Since 0 - -1
then finally :
This equation can be written in matrix form
G- = ES. Z
where 6 is a column vector containing the stresses at the N points
on the blade.
This equation can also be written using Fourier coefficients :
GrL= ES.ZL
giving finally the Fourier coefficients of the stresses.
Matrix ES is defined as follows :
ES4 2uL L .
L-1L
ES EA
The stresses can therefore be easily calculated by simple matrix pro-
ducts.
4.2.7 Calculation of hub vibrations
Vertical hub vibrations are determined by calculating the blade hinge
force. In order to obtain the total force, both blades must be considered
which results in doubling the even-order Fourier coefficients and eli-
minating the odd-order coefficients. Odd-order vibration harmonics
GD 005 GEN. Y- Ly _"
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cannot occur in a two-bladed rotor.
The force applied by one blade is written :
C , k2 e (1)
where F is the centrifugal force.
Equation 1 can also be written in the form :
Since the Fourier coefficients of W. and 2 are known; this
equation gives the coefficients of the force applied to the hub by the
blade.
The constant term corresponds to lift.
5. DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE FORTRAN IV PROGRAMS
As already stated, the computational program consists in fact of three indepen-
dent programs :
BFHA Blade forces harmonic analysis
BSTM : Blade stresses tranfer matrices
STRESS Computation of blade deflections and stresses.
The following is a brief description of each of these programs, for which the
listings are given in Appendix 1.
5. 1 BFHA : Blade forces harmonic analysis
The distribution of forces along the blade is given at a certain number of
points on the blade (17 in the present case) and for different azimuthal
positions (24 in the present case, i. e. every 15"). The purpose of the pro-
gram is to provide the Fourier coefficients of these forces (at the same
radial points as the data).
PROGRAM INPUTS : Read operations are performed in the following order :
- commentary cards : the number of cards is not limited (format 20 A 4).
- e INPUT DATA : this card (punched starting with column 1) indicates that
commentary is complete and that computing data will follow.
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- the next card contains in order :
simulation identification n" in F 6. 2 format (column 1),
number of azimuthal positions where the forces are given, in
13 format (column 26),
number of radial points in 13 format (column 37),
number of harmonics required in I3 format (column 47),
unit (Newtons per meter in present case). This enables a factor to
be given for changing from the forces as given by the simulations
to forces in Newtons/meter. NW/M is contained in column 68.
- the next cards define the positions of the radial points (values in frac-
tions of radius) measured from the blade root. Format F 10. 4 is
used. Seven values are given per card (columns 11, 21, 31, 41, 51,
61 and 71).
- Set of cards corresponding to one simulation (from EMC program).Put
the last 4 cards of this set of cards ahead.
- Card * END (column 1) indicates there are no more cases to be
treated.
If this card is not present, the program starts reading new data (same
presentation as before : commentary cards, etc.).
PROGRAM OUTPUTS :
- line-printer output containing input data, and the Fourier coefficients
harmonic by harmonic for all the radial points defined by the input data.
- punched-card output containing the same data and directly usable for
computing stresses.
This set of cards is entitled PUNCH 1.
5.2 BSTM : Blade stresses transfer matrices
The purpose of this program is to compute the transfer matrices EM, EC,
EK and ES defined in 4.1.2 and the natural vibration modes.
Since there are a greater number of inputs and outputs for this program,
the following description refers to Arpenrlix 1, which gives the listings.
PROGRAM INPUTS
1) - Two cards containing : blade identification, rotor radius, distance
between the axis of rotation and the blade root, unit of length,
GD 005G EN.
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material modulus of elasticity and its unit, and the number of
data points of the blade characteristics (FORMAT 501).
- the next cards contain the radial positions of the blade characte-
ristic data points (FORMAT 502).
- the next cards contain the blade longeron thickness (FORMAT 502).
- card containing the units of mass and inertia (FORMAT 500).
- option 1 card :
Two possibilities : COMPUTED BLADE ELEMENT PARAMETERS
or GIVEN BLADE ELEMENT PARAMETERS
- option 2 card :
Three possibilities : CONSTANT VALUE OF ELEMENT LENGTHS
GIVEN VALUES OF ELEMENT LENGTHS
OPTIMIZED VALUES OF ELEMENT LENGTHS
if option 1 is "COMPUTED", the next cards contain the mass per
meter (density) and the cards contain the blade section inertia
(FORMAT 502).
2) - card NBE containing the number of equivalent blade elements
(FORMAT 503)
if option 2 is "GIVEN", the blade element lengths are read
(FORMAT 502)
if option 1 is "GIVEN", the spring constants and the masses
assumed to be concentrated at the center and extremity of each
element are read (FORMAT 504)
option 3
Two possibilities : PRINT BLADE ELEMENT PARAMETERS
NO PRINT
option 4
Three possibilities : PUNCH AND PRINT TRANSFER MATRICES
PRINT ONLY
NO PRINT NO PUNCH
option 5
Two possibilities : CONTINUE
EIGENMODES
if option 5 is "EIGENMODES", the next card gives the speed of
rotation in radians/second (FORMAT 505), and option 5 is reread.
This loop repeats until a "CONTINUE" card is encountered.
option 6
Three possibilities : NEW BLADE CONFIGURATION
CHANGE VALUE OF NBE
END OF COMPUTATION
G D 005 GEN. ~O y oG l o_
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if option 6 is "NEW BLADE CONFIGURATION", the sequence
returns to 1.
if option 6 is "CHANGE VALUE OF NBE", the sequence returns
to 2.
NOTE : Cards or groups of cards marked in the margin by "-" are
necessary, whilst those marked by"=" depend on the contents
of certain options.
PROGRAM OUTPUTS
The line-printer output is shown in figures 9 through 12.
- the first page lists the mechanical characteristics of the blade:spar tick
ness,mass distribution and section inertia, followed by the total mass
average section inertia and the 1st resonant frequency of a uniform
blade having the same average characteristics.
- the second page lists the characteristics of the equivalent blade, i. e.
the masses constituting each element and the spring constants linking
them. The four matrices EC, EK, EM and ES are then printed out.
- the third and fourth pages gives two examples of natural mode compu-
tations (EIGENMODE option) for rotational speeds of zero and 318 rpm.
The punched-card output contains matrices EC, EK, EM and ES, in addition
to certain characteristics such as radius, the number of elements, etc.
This set of cards may be directly used for the third program and is
entitled PUNCH 2.
It should be noted a punched-card output is obtained only if the PUNCH
option has been requested.
5.3 STRESS Stress and vibration computation
The purpose of this program is to compute the rotor stresses and vibration
due to the applied forces (output of program BFHA), using the matrices
defining the equivalent blade (output of program BSTM).
PROGRAM INPUTS
The input cards are stacked in the following order:
- PUNCH 2 (cards produced by BSTM)
- a punch option card :
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PUNCH in column 1 punched-card output of the blade
distortion Fourier coefficients
PUNCH in column 40 punched-card output of the blade
distortion as a function of blade
azimuth ( 4f )
unpunched card neither option selected
- PUNCH 1 (cards produced by BFHA)
Three cases are possible following this computation :
1) There are no more computations and computation therefore stops :
add the following input cards
1 unpunched card
1 * END car( (column 1)
2 unpunched cards
2) It is required to enter another computation which uses the same matrix
data for the equivalent blade, only the system of applied forces being
changed.
In this case add the following input cards :
1 punching option card
the new stack of PUNCH 1 cards produced by BFHA followed by the
same procedure as before.
3) It is required to enter another computation with changing : the matrix
data for the equivalent blade and the system of applied forces.
In this case add following input card
1 unpunched card
1 * END card
the new stack of PUNCH 2 cards produced by BSTM.
Followed by the same procedure as before.
PROGRAM OUTPUTS
The following data are printed out in succession :
- EC, EK, EM and ES matrices
- Fourier coefficients of the forces and coefficients CT and MT (force
and moment) for the rotor
- Fourier coefficients of the blade distortion
G D 005 GEN. Eo T reY
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- blade distortion as a function of C .
- Fourier coefficients of blade stresses
- - stresses as a function of '
- -* Fourier coefficients of vibration (vertical force)
- -* Fourier coefficients of stresses at 0.45 R
- * Fourier coefficients of stresses at 0. 7 R
- * vibration as a function of V~
- * stresses at 0.45 R as a function of '/.
- various parameters of rotor operation with its cyclic control in parti-
cular (including multicyclic)
Results marked * are punched out onto carts independently of the PUNCH
option.
Remark
Certain results obtained on cards, such as the 0.45 R and 0. 7 R stress
Fourier coefficients and vibration, have the same format as that used
for the input data of the multicyclic analysis program (see reference 4).
5.4 Conclusions concerning presentation of results
This report does not cover all results obtained on the line printer, but
tables have been prepared comparing real cases and simulations for the
stress Fourier coefficients.
In addition curves, obtained by means of a curve plotting program and
comparing stress curves for real and simulated cases, are presented.
6. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The following presents the results of the stress calculations at 0.45R for the
15 simulations at u = 0.4 performed with the Evans -Mc Cloud program.
These 15 cases were computed with an equivalent blade consisting of 6 rigid
elements of equal lenght. It has been estimated from the natural frequency calcu-
lation that 6 elements provide sufficient accuracy for computing blade stresses.
The Fourier coefficients of the computed stresses are given in Table I and sh uld
be compared with the measured stresses given in Table II; In order to facilitate
comparison, measured and computed stresses have been plotted against Y/ on the
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same curve for each of the 15 cases.
Examination of the results leads to a first remark concerning the radial dis-
tribution of the blade stresses. The stresses measured during the runs are
maximum at 0.45R. For example,- for the 15 runs analyzed, the mean stress Go
is approximately 7.75 hectobars at 0.45R and5.0hectobars at 0.7R. The computed
stresses, however, show a maximum at 0. 7R. For example, the mean stress Go
is approximately60hectobars at 0. 7R and 4. 8 hectobars at 0.45R. (See Figure 13,
where these distributions have been plotted for Run-PT 9. 03).
Since total blade lift is the same in either case (measured and simulated),
there are two main reasons for this anomaly :
- the distributions of aerodynamic loading are certainly different for the real
and simulated cases,
- the mechanical characteristics of the blade, i. e. section density and inertia
are not accurately known.
This remark led to plotting the measured and computed stresses as ratios of
their mean values in order to be able to compare the two curves.
Comparison of computed and measured results does not allow positive conclusio s
to be drawn. It is possible, however, to state that the simulated cases contain very
small 3rd and 4th harmonic components, whilst on the contrary the real cases
contain high values.
Correlation for the 1st and 2nd harmonics is much better, as shown by
Tables I, and IIL, in which the relative amplitudes and signs of the coefficients
are very similar. For example, it is interesting to note the variations of the 1st
and 2nd harmonic coefficients for runs 14-10 to 14-13, i. e. decreased Ist harmonic
and increased 2nd harmonic. The overall correlation remains nevertheless rather
poor, as shown in Figures 14 to 28, because of the absence of higher harmonics.
When this was noted, simulation with a smaller airfoil stalling angle was
requested (12* instead of 160) in order to attempt to introduce larger lift discon-
tinuities, which would therefore contain greater values of higher order harmonics
of aerodynamic force. This change did not produce the expected result, the 3rd
and 4th harmonic contents remaining far too small. This is explained that the
stalled sector for the blade at /u = 0.4 occupies only a very small part of the
disk. The value of stalling angle was therefore returned to 16*.
7. CONCLUSION
The purpose of the work described in this report was to create a program for
computing helicopter blade stresses from a knowledge of the local forces applied
to the rotor disk.
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Local forces can be computed by means of the Evans - Me Cloud simulation
program for the DH 2011 rotor.
During the DH 2011 rotor runs in the 40' x 80' Ames windtunnel in March 1971
the blade bending stresses were measured for various aerodynamic configurations ol
the rotor (in particular, multicyclic control). Fifteen of these configurations were
selected and simulated with the Evans - Mc Cloud program.
GD's stress program enabled blade bending stresses to be computed for
these 15 simulations, the purpose being to examine the correlation between mea-
sured and computed values.
Comparison showed fair agreement for the 1st and 2nd harmonics of stress,
but very poor correlation for higher order harmonics (the computed values
containing only very small amplitudes).
Consequently, although the Evans - Mc Cloud program produces good results
for rotor performance, it cannot be used for analyzing dynamic phenomena, such
as vibration or stresses.
In order to obtain a better description of blade dynamic loads, several




- Mach number effects.
It is, however, difficult to state which of these effects has the greatest influen-
ce on the 3P and 4P harmonic contents of local aerodynamic loads.
Notwithstanding the inclusion of these effects in the simulation program would
certainly improve the accuracy of aerodynamic force computation.
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APPENDIX 1
This appendix contains the listings of the FORTRAN IV programs used for the
stress computation.
The three main programs are
1) BFHA : Blade forces harmonic analysis ; which requires the subroutine
FHARM3.
2) BSTM : Blade stresses transfer matrices ; which requires the subroutines
ATEIG, B2C, CLEAR, EIGMOD, HSBG, IPOL1, LICOM, MINV, MOMEN,
PROD1 and STRAM.
3) STRESS : Stress computation.
This program is composed in fact, of a short MAIN program and of a
subroutine named STRESS. The other subroutines required are B2C,
FSUM3, IPOL1, LICOM, MINV, MOMENT and PROD.
The listings of the subroutines are also joined to this appendix.
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DATA H,TYPE,OATIN,END/'A, 'B','FZ',FX','**INP',* END /
500 FORMAT(2OA4)
501 FORMAT(F62,4X, RPM=',F6.1, NPTS=1I3,2X'NPOST=,I 3 I1Xv






602 FORMAT(//' PUN IDENTIFICATICN',2XF6.2,5X,'RPM=',F6.1//
11XI13,'POINTS PER STATION',I10,' STATIONS AT X/P ='//(IX,18F7.4))
603 FORMAT(1X,A2,I3,17F7.4)
612 FORMAT(/' FORCES VALUES MUST BE MULTIPLIED BY'lPE11.3,
1' TO OBTAIN',1X,2A4//' AMES DATA CARDS INPUT ... '/)
604 FORMAT('IFOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR ',A2,I10,* HARMONICS ANALYSED'/I
605 FORMAT(1X,A2,1X,AI,12,4X,1PlOElI.3/(11X,IOE11.3))
700 FORMAT(6OX,'CPTION CARD ********'l
701 FORMAT(F6.2,4X,' ALPHAS = ,F6.2,' CJR=I,F1O.7, MU=',F6.3,' SL=',

































I NTYPE = 1,2)
C START THE FARMONIC ANALYSIS
NTYPE = 1
C STATEMENT 1004 SUPPRESSED FOR ANALYSING FZ ONLY (NTYPE = 1)
C1004 DO 4 NTYPE=1,2
(~IAV0NSDOAI~ I oc!.: DH-2011 C-El1







2004 DO 4 N=1.NHARM
3004 DO 4 L=192
WRITE(79705) TYPE(NTYPE),Lt ,(FN(N,KLIK=1,NPCSTI
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C BLADE STRESSES TRAIFER MATRICES PROGRAM B
COu 4NIBLAOE/BELI2D ,BER(20),B Z M 20),BETM(201,BEK(?O),
1 A(20)IB20)
COMMON/TRANS/OMEGA,E SI 50 ,E M601 ,EC(50) ,EK(100)
CO.M3N/WORKfWil( t?0) 2( 20),W3(20) ,W4( 400 , k5( 4001
DIMENSION TEXT(191 CODET71, BDI30), BI(30,HE 30 lRS(301,
I UL(3)1U4(3),U( 3),UE(3)hBLID(4)
DATA CODE/IGIVE,*'OPTI'P*PRIN',i EIGE', NEW l'vPU IC* i *CHAN'/
500 FORMAT(20441
501 FORMATI'IBLADE ,4A4,7X9,R= 1PE10.3.9 1X'RO= ' PE1031X3A4/1X,
1'E=El0.E3, X,3A4,4KXI4JMBER OF BLADE DATA PfINTS' I3)1
502 FORMAT( IOX,1P TEI O. 3)
503 F3RMAT('1NJMBER OF BLADE ELEMENTS =,13)|
504 FORMAT( IOK,3E103)
:505 FORMAT(I OMEGA=,F5, 1)
506 FORMAT(A4vIXIll
600 FORMAT(/' *PROGRAM OPTION* ',20A4)
601 F3RMATI/O RADIUS,1IPE12.3,IX,344/ ' TOTAL MASS' ,EL2.3,IXt3A4/
1I AVERAGED SECTIONAL INERTIA',E15.3 1X 3A4/
20 UNIFORM BLADE FREQUENCY*,E12.3, RAD/SEC')
602 FOR'AAT( ' ELEMENT',7X,'LENSTH*,3X,'94D. DIST. SPRIN3 CTE. CENTRAL
IMASS TIP MASS/ ( 4X ,I3 X, 1 P5E12.3 ) I
603 FORMAT(/ BLADE STRUCTURAL DATA'/' ELEMENT',7X,'RAD.DIST',4X,'THIC
IKNESS ,2X,IMA S S I (G/)',2X *SEC T . INER T //(4X,I3,4X,1P4E 12.3)l
C
C
1 NOPT = I
C
C READING OF THE FOLLOWING DATAS=
C BLID=BLADE IDENTIFICATION
C BRAD=BLADE RADIUS, RO=DISTANCE FROM THE ROTOR AXIS T3 THE/
C BEGINNIN3 OF THE BLADE.
C UL=LENGTH JNITS,E=ELASTICITY )43DULEUE=40DULE UNITS.
C 4R=NUMBER OF BLADE DATA POINTS.
C
READ(5,501 (BLID( il )I=14)BRD RO,JLE,U E, R
WRITE(6, 501) BLI I)r =1, ) ,BRADRO ,JLE UE, NR
E= (IE+07 )*E
C
C READING OF RS AND HE.
C HE=THICKNESS OF T4E BLADE LONGERON,










C READING OF OPTION 1=
C TWO CASES COMPUTED BLADE ELEMENTS PARAMETERS
C .GIVEN BLADE ELEMENTS PARAMETERS
C
READ(5, 500) OPT ,TEXT
WRITE(6.600) OPT1,TEXT
C
C READING OF OPTION 2=
C THREE CASES CONSTANT VALUE OF ELEMENT LENGTHS
Doc. : DH-2011 C- E 1
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C GIVEN VALUE OF ELEMENT LENGTHS





C RESET TO ZERO (S.P. CLEAR I
C
CALL. CL EAR( I )
C
C IF OPTION 1 NOT EQUAL 'GIVEN' READ BLADE DENSITY (BD) AND
C SECTION INERTIA ( 11.
C
IF(OPTIoEQ.CODE(l)) GO TO 2
READ(5,502) (8D(I1,I=1,NR)
READ(5,502) (BI (I),I=91 R
WRITE(6,603) I IRS( I,HE( I BD I )BI ( I),I,NR
C




2 READ( 5, 5031 NBE
C
C RESET TO ZER3.
CALL CLEARI2)
C
IF(OPT2.EQ.CODE(1Il GO TO 5502
C
C IF OPTION 2 EQJAL'GIVEN@READ THE LENGTHS OF BLADE ELEMENTS.
C
C
IF(3PT2.E).CDDE(2)) 33 TO 30
C IF OPTION 2 NOT EQJAL'GIVEN' OR 'OPTI',COMPJTE THE LENGTH
C OF THE BLADE ELEMENTS.
C
BELS = (BRAD-RO)/FLOAT(NBE)
1003 DO 3 I=I,NBE




C IF OPTION I NOT EQUAL 'GIVEN' COMPITE THE MASS,GRAVITY
C CENTER AND INERTIA 3F EACA BLADE ELEMENTS.
C
4 IFIOPT1.EQ.CODE(l)) GO TO 23
C COMPUTE INVERSE VALUES OF SECTION INERTIA AND STORE IN W2
;1005 00 5 I=1,NR
5 W211 t=1.BI11
C
C -COMPUTE BLADE ELEMENT TOTAL MASS, CG AND INERTIA (S4,SM1,SM2)
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C LOOP-FROM 1306 T3 6 COMPUTES BLADE ELEMENTS PARAMETERS=
C BECM=CENTRAL MASS
C BETM=TIP MASS
C BEK =SPRING CONSTANT.
C
C
1006 00 6 I=,eMBE








C COMPUTE THE EQUIVALENT MASSES (EMlEM2,EM3)
C
EMI = SM - 3.*SMI + 2.*SM2
EM2 = 4.*(SMI-SM2)
EM3 = 2.*SM2 - SMI
C
C




IF(I.EQ.1) GO TO 7
BETM(I-1) = BET41I-1t + EMI
C
C COMPUTE BLADE ELEMENT SPRING C3NSTANT BEK
C
XM2=BER(I-1)+BELII /2.
CALL MOMET(I W1, O,RS, XM1,XM2,XMlW2,KM 1,NRKO)
BEKI I )=E/ L1 ()
XM 1= XM2
GO TO 6
7 BETMO = EM3




C IF OPTION EQUAL 'GIVEN',
C READ GIVEN VALJES IF BLADE ELEMENTS PARAMETERS
C
20 BRAD=RO
1021 00 21 J=1,NBE
READ( 55041 BEK(J,BECM(J ,BETM(J)
BER(J) = BRAD'+ BELIJI
21 BRAD = BERIJ)
C
C





C CALL VARSEL(NR,NBE) IN CASE OF OPTIMIZATION OF THE LENSTHS
C
40 IFINOPT.EQO) GO TO 41
BMASS = O. .
D- .. U-2olh - m I
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BRAD = BER(NBE.
BIAV = 0.
1050 00 50 I=1,N8E
BMASS = BMASS + BECM(II) BETNIII
IF(I.EQ.l GO T3 50
BIAV=BIAV+BEK(II*(8EL(I-1 )+BEL( I if2.
50 CONTINUE
BI AV= BI AV/( FLOAT(NBE- 1 *EI
BMASS = BNASS + BE40
C
C






C READ THE OPTION 3.









C READING OF THE OPTION 4
C THREE CASES PUNCH THE TRANSFER ,MATRICES
C PRINT ONLY









C COMPUTATI3N OF THE BLA)E STRESSES TRANSFER MATRICES E4, E(,EC
C










C IF ..OPTION 5 EQUAL 'EIGEN' , READ THE VALUE OF OMEGA ,
C COMPUTE EIGEN MO)ES OF TIE BLADE,AND READ OPTION 5 AGAIN.
C






C READ OPTION 5
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C THREE CASES NEW BLADE COMPUTATION
C -ANGE TIE VALUE OF NBE
C END THE COMPUTATIONS
C
IF(OPT.EQO.CDE(5) G3 TO I
NOPT = 0
IFHO3PT.EQ.CODE(7)) GO TO 2
ST3P
END
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COMMON CF,88,IRO
DIMENSION BER(I1)Et( 15, 3),EKfl5,5),E14(15,31 ,ES(15,93),T(201,R(20),
2W1(2O),W2(2O),W3(20),W4(120),E54225),W64225),W7(225),F2R(8915),
5700 READ(5,700) BL1ONBECFBBR0,(BER(IiIr-lNBE)
700 FrJRM~AT918LAOE IDENTIFI:ArION 8vftAfv2X9*NBE='91393X9'CF='9
llPEI0o3v9 8B=8%EI~o3/tIOXp7E0o3)I
WR TEI6 9700 1 BL( DNBE CF, BB, R9(BER I )1=1 ,N8E)
IF(NBE*EO* 01 STOP
NBE2=NBE**2
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SUBROUTINE STRESS(NBE,NBE2, BER, ECEK,EM,ES,BELIW1,IW2,SIGMA,F2R,
I Wt d2,W3, W4, W5,W6,W7)
COMMON CFBBRO
DIMENSION BER(NBEIEC(ISE,3) ,E(K(BE,5),EM(NBE, 3),ESINBE,3)1
ITI(20 ,R220 024121,IO1421IW(NBE), IW2N BE),SIGMAINBE,21),
2F2RI(36,3),FC(3,211,14( I I,W2( 1I ),W3( I ),W4( 1 ),W5(NBE2),
3W6 NBE21,W7(NBE21,F2R(8,NBE).BEL(NBE IOD2( 2
DATA DATIN,END D02,YES /9*INP*' *ENDA' ' B', PJNC'/
599 FORMAT(' X/R = '10F7.4/(10X,1OF7.4l).
600 FORMAT(1X,' Z. ,Altl2,2X,1OF.3/(10X,1OF7T.31
601 FORMAT(' PSI=',F5. O,DEGREES'I/(0X,13F73 )
602 FORMAT('19)
603 FORMAT(//' DIRECT INTEGRATION OF FORCES'/* 1000*CT=',F7.3,
1 1000*14T=',F7. 3)




607 FORMAT('I BLADE DEFLECTION (100*Z/R) FOURIER COEFFICIENTS')
610 FOR4AT('1 STRESS 10000*SIGMA/El FOURIER COEFFICIENTS'I
611 FORMATI'1 STRESS (10000*SIGMA/EI RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FOI DIFFEREI
IT AZIMUTHAL ANGLES')
620 FORMAT(IX,'SIG ' ,AlI,2,2X 10F7.3/110X 10F7.3))
701 FORMAT(' EC',7X,IP3E1303)
702 FORMAT(' EK',7X, IP5E 10.3)
703 FORMAT(' EM',7XIP3E10.31
704 FORMATI' ES' ,7X,lP3EO1.3)
705 FORMAT(20A4)
706 FORMAT(2A4,2XlP7E1.3/flOX,7E10.3)I
708 FORMATIF6.2,4X,'RPM=*,F5.1,'NPTS=' ,I3,2X,' NPOST=', 13, X,'4HA 4=',
1i3.,X,OFACTOR=',E13.3.2A4/(' ST4TION',2X,7F10 4))
750 FORMAT('1 HUB AXIAL FORCE COEFF. (1000*CFZI HARMONIC ANALYSIS'
1/F6.2v'CFZ3',1OF7.3/1( 1OX,OF7.3ll)
751 FORMAT(' 0.45R STRESS FOURIER COEFFICIENTS(10000*SIGMA/EI'
1/F6e2,'SIS I10F7.3/( OX,10F7.3))
752 FORMAT(' 0.70R STRESS FOURIER COEFFI IENTS(10000*SIGMA/E)'
1/F6.2,'SIS7',1F0F7.3/!IO,10F7.3l
753 FORMAT(' FORCE COEFF.(1000*CFZI VERSJS BLADE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE BY I'
ICREMENT OF 10 DEG.*/(' :ZI(PSI) ',1OF7.31)
754 FORMATI' 0.45R SIGMA VERSUS AZIMUTHAL ANGLE BY INCREMENT OF 10 DEI
1.'/1' SIGO.45R ',10F7.311
800 FORMAT(8I0(t.I/' RUN NUMBER=*,F6.2,5X,*STRESS PROGRAM OUTPUT CARD:
1i)
READ( 5701 (ECI J ),J=1, 3),I= 1,NBEl
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READ(5,705) OPTltTIlt[=l19=1 9OPT2t( T( 1,I=1O,181
WRITEI6,605)OPT9I, TillI=l,91,OPT2,(T(I1tI=10, 18b
1000 RE40( 5,7051 T
WRITEI6,605) T
IF( T(llEQ.END) RETURN
IF(T(l1)NE.DATINI GO TO 1000
READ5,708) RUN, RPM *NPTSNPOST,NHARM,FACTORwD2,tIR(I)i=2,NPOSTi,
IRADIUS




C FACTOR = 0.9625*~4EGA**2*BER(NBE**3 (0.9625 = PI*RH0/4)


















1002 DO 2 NHA=1,NHARMI
READ(5,706) ID1l (Wi( ,I=2,NPOST1)
WRITE (6,606) I91, ( WlI( I ) =2,NPOST1)
IF(NHA.NE.1) GO TO 220
K1 = l










IF(I.EQ.1 GO TO 3




IF(NOH.EOQ.NRI GO TO 10
OM2N2=-NO4*0M2
CALL LICOM(W5,W6,1.-W7,0M2N2,NBENBEI
C ELIMINATE FLAPPING ANGLE UNDETERMINATI3N 1T ROTOR FRE'JENICY




200 W5(I+N8E2SI = 0.
WSINBE2) = l. 
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IFOPT1.NE.YES) GO TO 51












WRITE(6,601) PSI ,(F2R( IJ),J=1,NBE)














C STORE Z/R IN W4
DO 16 I=1,NBE
16 W4(IS=SIGMA(INHAI/100.
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C COMPUTE THE EIGENVALUES 3F A REAL ALMOST TRIANGULAR MATRIX
C
C USAGE
C CALL ATEIG(M A,RR,RI,IANAtIA
C
C DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMETERS
C M ORDER OF THE MATRIX
C A THE INPUT MATRIX, M BY M
C RR VECTOR CONTAINING THE REAL PARTS OF THE EIGENVALUES
C ON RETURN
C RI VECTOR CONTAINING THE IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE EIGEN-
C : VALUES ON RETURN
C IANA VECTOR WHOSE DIMENSION MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL
C TO M, CONTAINING 3V RETURN INDICATIONS ABOUT THE WAY
C THE EIGENVALUES APPEARED (SEE MATH. DESCRIPTION)
C IA SIZE OF THE FIRST DIMENSION ASSIGNED TO THE ARRAY 4
C IN THE CALLING PROGRAM WHEN THE MATRIX IS IN DOUBLE
C SUBSCRIPTED DATA STORAGE M3DE.
C IA=M WHEN TI*E MATRIX IS IN SSP VECTOR STORAGE MODE,
C
C REMARKS
C THE ORIGINAL MATRIX IS DESTROYED
C THE DIMENSIO OF RR AND RI MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO M
C




C OR DOUBLE ITERATION
C
C REFERENCES
C J.G.F. FRANCIS - THE OR TRANSF3RMATION---THE .OMPUTER
C JOURNAL, VOL. 4, NO. 3, OCTOBER 1961, VOL. 4, NO. 4, JANJAR '
C 1962. J. H. WILKINSON - T-E ALGEBRAIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM -
C CLARENDON PRESS, OXFORD, 1965.
C
C **o ooo *ooo o* 0 o .o., • o o.. ooo*** oo.* oo • • 00 •. - -o -e.o -o
C
SUBROUTINE ATEIG(M,A,RR,RIlANAIAI























C ROOTS OF THE 2ND ORDER MAIN SUBMATRIX AT THE PREVIOUS





















































160 IFI N2 112 280, 180
C
C TESTS OF CONVERGENCE































C SAVE THE LAST TWO SJBDIAGONAL TER1S AND THE ROOTS OF THE



















IF D )540, 560, 540
540 IFIABS(A(I-.PI)AIIPIP+11)*IABS 4 IPIPI+A(PIP2+1)-S+4ABSt4(t[PIP2+2
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IF(ABSI A( IP I ) I-EPS 1680,680,660
660 0=0-1
C
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SUBROUTINE B2C(AqB,NMP 11
C CE SoP. PERMET DE PASSER D'JNE MATRICE BANDE A UNE
C MATRICE COLONNE.
C N=NOMBRE DE LIGNES DE LA MATRICE BANDE.
C M=NOMBRE DE DIAGONALES DANS LA BAVDE.
C M1=RANG DE LA DIAGONALE PRINCIPALE.
C A=MATRICE COLONNE DE DI.=N**2 (SORTIE)
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9 ( JUNE- 70 ) 0S/360 FORTRAN H
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= A.IN,PT=00,LINECNT=56,SIZ
E = OOOOK,
SJURCE,EBCDIC,NOLIST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT,NI D, NOXREF-
C0C2 SUBROUTINE CLEARI -N)
r INITIALISATION DES CB A 0 SI N=1 OU DES CT A 0 SI -N=2
CC3- COMMON/BLADE/CB 140) - .
'04 COMMCN/TRANS/CT281) ... .....
C05 GO TO (1001,1002),N
CC6 1- 001 DO 1 1=1,140 --
-0C7 - - 1 CB(I)=0. :- - - -.- .- -- 7 - - -
CC8 RETUPN
009 1002 00 .2 I=1,281











500 FOR14AT(IIBLADE EIGE'JMODES AT O14EGA =f9F7.2,p FORIP139' ELEMENT5*/f
14 ROTOR FREQUENCY* ,FT.2s, CPS49 SX,'ROTOR RP,'40tF7*llfl **lkES34A'4CE


















1001 00 1 I=19NBE
MOIfE = 1-1




1 DM = DEFMOD121
RE TURN
EN~ D
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C TO REDUCE A REAL MATRIX INTO JPPER ALMOST TRIANGJLAR F31,
C
C USAGE
C CALL HSBGIN, oAAl
C
C DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMETERS
C N ORDER OF THE MATRIX
C A THE IMPUT MATRIX, N BY N
C IA SIZE OF THE FIRST DIMENSI3N ASSIGNED TO THE AA4Y
C A IN THE CALLING PROGRAM WIEN THE MATRIX IS IN
C DOUBLE SUBSCRIPTED DATA STORAGE MODE. IA=N WHEN
C THE MATRIX IS IN SSP VECTOR STORAGE MODE.
C
C REMARKS
C THE HESSENBERG FORM REPLACES THE ORIGINAL MATRIX I1 THE
C ARRAY A.
C




C SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS JSING ELEMENTARY ELIMINATI3N
C MATRICES, WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING.
C
C REFERENCES
C J.H. WILKINSON - THE ALGEBRAIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM -
C CLARENDON PRESS, OXFORD, 1965.
C






























100 IF(PIV-ABS(A( ISUBI)) 180,180,120
C
C INTERCHANGE THE COLUMNS
C

















C TERMS OF THE ELEMENTARY TRANSFORMATION
C
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360 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE IPOL1(Y,XVALARGN*Ill,2*
C SOUS PROG. D'INTERPOLATION LINEAIRE D'UNE F3NCTIJNY D3N4EE
C PAR Y(I) ET X(Io.ARG=ABSCISSE D'INTERPOL. ET VAL LA VALEUR
C CORRESPONDANTE.
C N=NOMBRE DE POINTS DEFINISSANT LA FONCTION.
C Il=VALEUR DE DEPART DE LA VARIATION DINDICE.




IF(XIII.GE.ARG) GO TO 2
1 CONTINUE
GO TO 3
2 IF12.EQ.I) GO TO 3
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SUBROUTINE LICOM (I X1, ,ClX2,C2, NM D
C CE S.P. EFFECTUE LA COMBINAISON LINEAIRE DE DEUX 4ATRICES
C C3LONNES Xl ET X2 DE IM.=N*M,AFFECTEES RESPECTIVEMENT










IN3W313 iS39bVI SO-3 H3bV3S 3
*SOVG 01 03ONVH7.39 ISnW 01 3
IN aiN 91 VIS NI SEV 'OSNCIIOhn:l NVt.LtOA NCIS133Sd 3-lanOO NIVINO:) 3
OSIV ISCW 3Nunuuens SIHI :10 NOISb3A NCISI:)Bbd,3-IBnOO Blil 3
3
03 NI i(I Ob
SIHI HIIM N0113NCrNO:) NI (13Sn S3Niincb ti .c Ki !)NlbV3ddV 3
SIN3W31VIS NCISIA ld 310nCO NOVA 03AOW3t 39 osiv isnw a 3-Hi 3
G1OH6V9I9'lO6V NOISI:)3bd BlEnOO
OSMC'1*10:i H31HI4 JLK3W31VIS
NCISI:)3bd 31UCOG 3HI WO'd:l 03AOW3S 39 Olf1WS I NwnlOO NI :)
3FI 6(13US3C Sl 3NUnUb SIHI :10 NCIStI.10A NCISI:)3dd 3191100 V,.Jl 3
(IIW611)16(1)V NOISK31NIC
IW'I'G'N'V)ANIW 3Nunceens
*WVI(IcNIS Sl XIbIVIN 3Hi
IVHI S3iV:)IGN) 0437 ':10 INVNIWb3l3C V *C3lVln3lV3 CSIV Sl 3
INVKIW13130 3HI 003Sn Sl CCH13W NVGHCf-SSnVO GbVONVIS 3HI 3
COH13i%
3NON
03'dinn d swvdgcbdens NC112Nn:i ONV S3Nitnodgns
XltlVW lVb3N39 V 30 ISnW V XltiVW
SNbVW3 1
N VION31 iC bCI 3A NbOM -W
N HON31 :10 U0103A )IbOM,- 1 3
INVNlN*b3l3O iwiim3b -G
V Xl'dIVW 30 )igC'dC,- N
*3Sb3ANI INViinS3b
Ag G33Vld3t'CNV NCiivindNCO KI C3ACbIS30 4XItIVW IndNl,...- V 3





AN IW 3N UnDlignS
*0 000*0 Soso 0 0 0 *Goa 00 0 *00 000:00 4 so 0,000009 00000000 *,***as 01000.000W*0000 3
3 IOZ-H(l
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10 IFI ABS(BIGA)4-ABS4((IJ)l3 15,20,20
15 BIGA=A(IJI




























C DIVIDE 4OLUMN BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENT IS





















A IJ)=A( IK)*A(KJ I4(IIJ I
65 CONTINUE
S Doc. : I-2011 C-E 1
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GIRAVIONS DORAND DoPage : E
SUBROUTINE MOMENTIFXNN,XX1,X2,KOR,F,K1,K2,KO)
C TO COMPUTE THE MOME4NT UP T3 THE NT4 ORDER OF A MO~OTONICALLY TABULATED
C FUNCTION F,IN THE INTERVAL (X1,X2).LE.(XfKl),XIK2)1 WITH RESPECT TO PO
DIMENSION F(II),FKN(1,K(1) L-iohr XoR
NM=Net
1001 00 1 K=KI,K2
C SEARCH FOR FIRST VALUE OF K LESS THAN XK
IFIK(K).GT.XI GO TO 2
12=11
C SEARCH FOR FIRST VALUE OF X LESS THAN X2




1003 00 3 M=1,N4
3 FXN(M)=O.










A= A+C*(XOR-XI Ii .
2004 00 4 M=1,NM
112=ZI* XI-XOR)
Z22=Z2*(XJ-XORI-
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Page : 59
SUBROUTINE PROD1 (A, B,X,N, )
C COMPUTE THE PRODUCT A.B OF TWO N*N AND N*M MATRICES
C ST3RED COLUMNWISE ND ST3RE IT IN B
DIMENSION A(1),t(),X( ll
00 1 I=1,F4
11= ( I-1 *M
00 2 J=l, N
X( J =0.
DO 2 K=lAi
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SUBROUTINE STRAMINBE,NRIS,ROBLID,HERSEMES.ECEK)
COMMON/WORK/W1I23),W2(20),W3(201 Jl4400), C(400)
COMMON/BLADE/BEL( 20) ,BER( 20) ,BECM( 20) ,BETM(20) ,BEKI20 ,
I AI?01,B(20)
DIMENSION ES(NBE,31,EMNBE, 3),ECINBE,31,EKINBE95)9,HE(1hRSf l)
1 BLIDI41
600 FORMAT/lIX.4A4, 13' ELEMENTS',3XtCF='t1PE10O3,3X, BB=' ,E O3).
700 F3RMAT(*'BLADE IDENTIFICATION *,4A4,2X,*NBE=, I3,3X, tF=*,1PE10.3,9
1' BB=%,E10. 3/ BER',6X, 7E10.3 )
701 FORMAT(' EC',T7XP3EIO.3
702 FORMAT4' EK*,7X, PSEIO3)
703 FRAT(' E0',7X,1P3E10.3)







C RADIAL DISTANCES FROM THE BLADE ELEMENT CENTERS ARE STORED IN WI
C
Wi(ll = BEL(11/2. + RO
IF(NBE.EQ.1) GO TO 1203
.1202 DO 202 I=?2NBE
WllI = BER(I-1I + BEL(I/2.
202 UII) = 1./BEL(I) + 1./BELII-11
C
C COMPUTE A,B AND C. (STORE THE MI*RI IN W2,' AND W3)
C
W3( NBE+ )=0.
1203 DO 203 I=1,NBE
W2(I) = BETM( I)*BERII)
W3(I) = BECM(I)*Wi(I)
A(I) = W2(I) + W3(I)/2.
203 WI(I) = BEK(II*U(II
C




IF(NBE.EQ.I) GO TO 1206
1204 DO 204 1=2tNBE
K=NBE-I+2
204 CIK-I) = C((K + W2( K + W3 K):
C
C COMPUTE EM = MASS MATRIX
C EC = CENTRIFICAL MATRIX
C EK = RIGIDITY MATRIX.
C
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GIRAVIONS DORAND Pag :
DO 226 I=1,NBEl
EC(II,3 = EC(1+1,ll
E4(Il3) = EM( 1+111
226 EK(1,4) = EK(I+1,2)
IFINBE.LT.31 GO TO 208
D00 207 I=,NBE2
207 EKIl1,S = EKI 1+211
208 CONTINUE
1206 DO 206 =1iNB8E
8 I)=W3(1tle/2"
EKII,31 = BEK(II/BEL(I)**2 + WIlItI1)*UI+1) + BEKII+121ES(I,3)
EC(I,21 = CtII)*tlJI+Il AII)/BEL(I) -- B(I$/BEL(I+1)
206 EMI,21 = EMilI,)l EM(I,38 + BETMCI)"
C COMPUTE T3TAL ZENTRIFCAL EFFECT
C





C COMPUTE THE ELASTICITY MATRIX ES.
C 10000*(SIGM/E) = ES*eZ/BRAD)
C







222 11 = 12






C PU4PCH THE RESULTS
2223 DO 223 K=6,IS
IFIK.EQ.61 GO TO 7701
WRITEIK,7001) LID,N)BECFBB,RO ItBER(bI=1,NBEI
7701 WRITE(K,73i1 (IECII,Ji,J=1,3),I=4,NBE
WRITE(K,702) ((EK I, J),J=1, 5l) =1,NBE)
WRITE(K,7031 ((Ef(1i,J),J=1,3JI=1,NBE)
223 WRITEIK,704) .((ES(I,J) iJ=1,3),I=IlN8E)
RETURN
END
0.45RCOMPL /TED dSTRESSES FOLURIER COEFFI CIEHTS
6- in hac/obar.s
I I
6 6s Gs/ + 62 coss 2 + 6 ' Sin 2 / + ....
Arnd'- corros-
Cron p0ndi/nf TO GG-, Ge G"2 3 'g4 64
numbecr RULY.PT
if 9.03 4.6 0.91 09 0-29 0.25 0.22 -0.21 -0.006 0.f16
12 9.04 .O12 O.9 0.39 -0.04 0.14 0.1 -028 -0.03 -o.004
13 9. 05 4. 8 0.qg 0.28 -0.38 o.os +-0.06 -0.35 -0.04 -o. 1
14 9_0 4.45 0.- -0.14 -068 0.21 0.7 -0.32 -0.2 0 03
15 2.1 0 4.1A n.74 0.57 0.06 0 09 0.07 -0.25 - .of0 0.02
SI 2.1 i 4.6 1.04 0.o0 0.36 - 0.2 0.1 -0.35 0.1 0.2
7 1. 12 4.8 6.AP, -0.24 0.3 -0.56 -0.1 -0.45 0.38 0.103
16 12 13 4. 0.75 - 0.36 0.30 - 0.81 - 0.15 -0.5 .46 -0.02
19 14.10 .. 02 o.:74 0.65 -0.04 6 0. 11 -0.2 0.04 0.006
20 14 11 _S.4 O.S6 0.12 -0.09 - 0.37" 0.25 -0.4 6.13 -o.14
21 1412 .o2 0._ _9 0.13 -0.46, -0.62 +0.37 -0.72 024 -O.29
22 14-13 5.12 021 0.f -o.33 - 1.34 0.72 -6.68 0.37 -0 27
23 . A08 4. .37 0.82 -0.12 0.08 0.04 - ,.2?7 0.04 - 0.02
24 l _ _o 4.71 0.24 0.76 6.29 0.11 -0.08 -0. f4 -0.07 - 0.12
25 1.1O 4.62 0.16 0.63 0.72 0.05 -0.2 6.04 -0.17 --6.24
0.45 R ME/SILRED STRESSS FOR/ER COEFF/C/ iTS O
G in/ hacfobars
, zO
0'- - + GC 5os + c- SinN + <s as 2Y + G in 2 r +.... Z
Ruly. PT 6, - 3 4 4
9.0 7.93 1.64 0.025 0. 173 0.497 2.38 -o 56 1.27 0.641
9.04 8.25 1.46 0.389 -0.225 0.224 2.40 - 0.775 - f.737 0.385
9. 05 7. 97 1.37 0238 -0.547 0.08,6 2.24 - 1.06 - 1.36 0.468
9.06 7. 59 1.28 -0-198 - 0 722 -O. fZ25 2.33 - 1.42 - 1. 06 0.595
f2. O 7.77 1.34 0. 670 - 0.029 0.196 2.68 - 0.064 - 1.8 0 255
12.11 7.65 1.56 0.213 0.396 -0.116 2.92 - o.32 -3 05. -0.660
12.12 7.51 1.4! -0.419 0.426 -0.429 i.8 - 2.82 - 2.12 0,928
12-13 .54 1.26 -0.536 0.350 - 0. 775 1.24 - 3.86? - 2.37 1.4
14 -1 _ 6.11 1.25 0.8&, -0.333 0.0897 2. - o 227- -2.17 - . 165
14. 11 7.63 1.2 o.06o -O.168 -0.2<99 2.69 - 2.22 -1.19 2.45
14. 12 7.75 1. - 0.27 -0.414 -0.637 3.04 4.92 - 0.856 3.45
14.13 7.74 4 79 - 0.006 -0.801 - 1.01 3.75 - 5.91 - 1.05 3,o
16..08 _ 7.84 1.28 o0.55 - 0.7/ 6.435 /.o6 -1.i/- o058 2.15 o
16. 09 3.8 0.911 0.924 0.0515 0.260 0.923 - 0.006 - 0797 0.547 _
16.10 :7.73 0 052 0.841 0.556 0.175 0.718 - 0.773 - o.633 0.3 _i
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F/G. 1 J7RESS RECORDI/G S




.sra s nl V Colralon s(fc
(G positivc)
/= 360°  'o
6od 7 For runs I 19
-= 6 9 °
blade 2 for runs 20 to 2
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FIG.8 - STRESS COMPUTRTO/Y FROM
BL6DE DEFL E CTIO/
0 G'
0000 r3ro stress lin-v
G D 0 0 S G E N . P OT - . Y L - -
~~D c 
------------- 
- - - - - - -
- -
__ T~T03~_ - _'ir _ -7.H. -4y~- De. H21C
__~ _0 _--T I _ __3___ _ _ _ _RES_
RLAE§NN!FRMBLADL_ R ~L - 6.7-OE .(1- i 3~l-1 ETE ::-----
E=__2,.OOE. _04 ECTOBARS. __NUM 0 -BLA-DE. DATA.POINTS--.7.
* PROGRAM _PTON UCMPUTED VALUE-S--F--.BLADE-.ELEMEN.TS--PA.RAMET.ERS..------,-
*PRDGRAM OPTI(,N* CCN-STAN.T!-A-L-UE-S--O-F- ELEMENT& -LEN.GT H-S-
_BLADE STRUCTURAL 
-A A -n
-- E MNl -. R AD D _ISi :_T HI CI(NES Sil 1AS S -K-GIMJ L -SEC . I ..NE RI, :-:
6.5OE~i0E~5.0OOE01. 5.0002E-06
25 _ --. 000-E- 00 -_6 O.0E 02- ---- 5-,000E -01 --- 5.00E-06-------
S .- . .C00E00 .-. _,6.500E-02_ -5.000E_ 0 1 -5.0 00E- 06 -
. 4OOE0 _70E0 -- 500 01 5.000E-06_
7 6.OCOE 00 6.500E-02 5.OOOE 0 .OE0
-:RADIUS 6.COOE 00 METRES -
TOTAL MASS 2.e42E 02 KILOGRAMMES-
AVERAGED SECTIONAL INERTIA 5.OOOE-06 METRES**4 - .
-UNIFORM BLADE FREQUENCY 6.739E 01 RAO/SEC -
-- - - - - - - - - --------- '- - _-7-
- - I Doc! DH-2011 C - E 1
NURBER -O fBLADE ELEMENTSI= -ia
-PROGRAM_ 0PTL PRA IN TTE-- 8 LA0E ELEM ENT. PARAIE TERS
....... LEMENT LENGTH _RAD ..... DIST... SPRING CTE ...CENTRAL MASS TIP_ MASS _-
I 3.158E-01 __6.308E-0 Q.0 _ 1.__.053E. 01 5.264E 00_
_--2 i 3.1358E-01 9..61E.OL 3.166 E---- 06 1 0 5 3 E- 01. 5 264 -O 0
3 153 3._58E-.. 1,262EO_ 3._66E 06 L.053E0 . 5.264EOL
;:- .5 -- :i....8 315 E GL5 Ell0 l 71.66_EIJ6 l-: .10 3E0 1. 5. 2 64S 0
5 .3. 158E-0 ._8_94E 00 .. 3.166E 06 - _.053E-01 _--.264E- O
-6- 3.158 E-4 l .i2 2 -0 0-3:.166E06-- :1.053E O 2E
7 3.158E-QL0 2.526E 00 3.166E06 1.053E 01 5.Z64EAl_
- 8 3.158E-0L 2.842E 0073.166E 06 1.O53E01 5.264E 10-
- 3.158E-01 - 3.57E 00 3.L66E 06 1. 53E 01 --. 244 0-
-10 3.158E-01 .47--3E 00-: 3.166E 06 -.... 053E :01 ---- 5 .264:E -00--
____ __3.158E-01 _ 3.789E_00 :-3.166E ..06 _ 1.053E 01 -. 5 Z 264E-00-
12 3.158E-01 4.105E 00- -3.166E 06 1.053E 01 5.264E-O-T0
S13 . 3.158E-01 .4421E. 00 .3.166E 06 1.053E 01 __ 5.264E 00
-14 .3.158E-01 4.737E 00 ---3.166E 06 -1.053E -01 -5.264E 00
S... 15 3.158E-01 5.052E 00 3.166E 06... 1.053E 01 .5.264E .00
__16 3.158E-01 5.368E 00 3.166E 06 1.053E 01 5.264E -00
17 3.158E-01 5.684E 00 3.166E 06 1.053E 01 5.264E 00
18 3.158E-01 6.000E 00 3.166E 06 1.053E 01 2.632E 00
*PROGRAM OPTICN* NC PRINT - -
S*PROGRAM OPTION* EIGCEN MODES CF THE BLADE.-
S . - - - - - - -.. _-__ -
.- "- - - . ..- _ _ _ . _
_Doc! _ 
DH-2011 C - E 1
.--~--<GI~AVIONS DOR- 1  / _-1 -- --- :4-------
-- LADfI GENDDE AT OM EGA TR  8- -- -
R.OOR -.E REQUENCY 0.0 c PS . ROT O RA I R M -F .. .. B- .....
**RESNANET REQEN 7 OFJN! R BLADE IB )L 2 .CPS
MODE E C ENVAL GENF UE ES . EUB ...
.... . . ... ...... .. R .EA L .. G... ... ..... T- M-A ....  .... .. ............. . ... .
_FLAPPING 0 8. 5E. . 00 48.. .
- ENDIN.G i. 4. 576E .03 0.0.. _-:_:_ _ 7-7 - _-0.I--0
SBENDING..... 2 ._480 E.04 0. 0 -- 34.8 83,2..........
ENING 3 2.C81E 05 0.0 ..7 7 2.60 6977-
BENDING 4 6.82E 05 0.0 . 12.12 11.57
;- BENDING 5 1.415E 06 0.0 1O8932 - 17.65
BENDING 6 2. 83EE 06 0.0 ...... .268,.. 25.00
-_ BENDING 7 5.125E 06 0.0 -:-.; -i 360.29 - 33.59-----
BENDING 8 8.552E 06 0.0 ... .465.42 .. 3.40
BENDING 9 1.341E 07 0.0 . --.582.78 54.34
BENDING 10 1.996E 07 0.0 711.09 66.30
BENDING 11 2.84CE 07 0.0 " 848.18 79.08 --
BENDING 12 3.E74E 07 0.0 990.63. 92.37
'BENDING 13 5.C70E 07 0.0 ..- 1133.29 105.67 -_-
BENDING 14 6.357E07 0.0 268.97 118.32 -
BENDING 15 7.613E 07 0.0 .. 1388.68 129.48 -
SENDING 16 8.679E 07 0.0 1482.44 138.25
BENnING 17 9.396E 07 0.0 ,1542.73 143.84;.
*PROGRAM OPTICN* EICEN MODES OF THE BLADE --
. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . ... :. : _ .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .
7__
1E. E IG EN OES A.T IO EG 33.30 FOR 18 ELEM ENTS---
ROTOR EREQUENCY 5 .5-;30 CPS ___:_ ROTORRPM 80--
... ES. NACE. E. R.FECUENCY E R..LAlDE U81 0...2 CS





FLAPPING 0 1.260E 03 0.. ... .65 .
----- ENDING 1.220E 04 0.0- . .- 17.58- 
- 1.6- -
B.ENDING 2 6.,34E 04 0.0 .. _ -41.91 3.91
_._-_ENDING_ 3- 2.521E 05 - 0.0 -.- 79.92---. - -- 7,.45
BENDING 4. 6.841E 05 0.0 . _ 131.64 1Z. 2.7-
BENDING 5 1.533E 06 0.0 197.05 - 1837 -
BENDING 6 3.CC9E 06 0.0 276.09 25.74
- B..ENDING 7 5.362E 06 0.0 - - 368.54 34.36--
BENDING 8 8.870E 06 0.0 . ....... 473.99 44.20
BENDING 9 1. 382E 07 0.0 591.74 55.17
BENDING 10 2.C49E 07 0.0 720.44 67.17
BENDING 11 2.906E 07 0.0 857.98 80.00
BENDING 12 3.q55E 07 0.0 1000.89 93.32
BENDING 13 5.167E 07 0.0 1144.00. 106.67
BENDING 14 6.469E 07 0.0 1280.08 119.36
BENDING 15 7.739E 07 0.0 1400.12 130.55
BENDING 16 8.817E 07 0.0 1494.46 139.34
BENDING 17 9.553E 07 0.0 1555.58 145.04
*PROGRAM OPTICN* CONTINUE
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FUN 9.C3
CC PARISCN EETkEEN CCMPtTED !RESSEStl*)FREP EMC SI'LLATICNS) AK D PEASURE STRESSESI4)(MARCH 71 TESTS
STIESSES AT .45*R
C.C (.701E CC 0.140E 01
PSI I I I COQPUT E MEASURED
S--- ---------------.---- --------------------- * I .130E 01 0.137E C1
-1 I 4 4 0*130E 01 C.140E 01
-I 1 * e 0.128E 01 0.139E 01
30 --- I ---------------------------------------4---- C.123E 01 0.132E 01
-I * I 0. 1 7.1E Cl 0.11E C1
-I I + * I 0.111E CI 0.1C2E 01
60 --- -------------------- --- --- * -- ------- 0.106E C1 0.E!5E CO
-I I + I 0.103E Cl C.766E 00
-1 I * | 0.1OIE Cl 0.7117E C00
90 -----1 .-------- --------- ---  --- ---- , --------- 1 C.100E C1 C.E93E CC
-I I * + I C.986E CO O0.I7E 01
-1 I * • I C.951E CO 0.12E Cl
12C --- I ------------------- ------- *---------- " --- C.S13E C00 O .1E 01
-1 ! * I C.857E 00 0.121E 01
-1 I * I C.eC3E CO C. W-E CC
IO ----I ------------ -------------------- 1 0*7.66E 00 0.718E CC
-I + I C I 0.756E CO 0.464E 00
-1 I 4 . C .117E CC C.326E GO
180 --- I --------- - +--.C------------ -- ------ 82E O 035E C
-1 + I * I C.8eE CO O.543E CC
-I I + 4 I C.934E C0 0.82E CC
210 --- I ------------ ----- - I-------* --------------- I C.*E 00 O.111E 01
-! I 4 + I C.,94E CO 0.130E 01
-I I * + I C.958ECO O.134E C1
240 --- I ----------------------- -- ----- *------ ---- I C.2eE 00 .12E Cl
-I I * 1 C.897E CO 0.IC1E C1
-1 I * I ,.el E CO C. 5SE CC
27C -- I --------- -------- -- -------------- -- I C.873E CO 0.743E CO
-1 + 1 C.891E 00 0.708E 00 1
-1 I + * I CS21E 00 0.761E CC
300 --- I ---------------------- I------+-- -------------- 1 C.977E CO C.eeSE CC
-I I +4 I 0.104E C1 O.102E 01
-I I ** I C.11E 01 .i113E CI
33C --- I -------------------------------------- -- *--- - C. llE 01 0.122E 01
-I I ** I O.122E C 0.127TE 01
-1 I * 1 0.127E Cl 0.132E 01
COPUTEC STRESSES ARE CIVICED B~ THEIR MEAN lALLE= 4.790HECICBARS
PEASUREC STRESSES ARE CIVIDEC 8 THEIR PEAK VALLE= .93CHECICEAPS
RU h1.C4
CP FbIAPISCN EETiEEN COMPLIEC 1IRESSES(*)FRCP EPC SIILLATIChS) ALE PEASUPE STRESSES*I)(lARC' 71 TESTIS
STRESSES AT .4t4R
C.C C.6S1E CC 0.138E 01
PSI I I I C MPUTED MEAS.URED
C --- ----------------- --- ------------ * -1 C.11E C01 0.122E 01
-1 1 * + I C.117E C 0.123E 01
-I I .* 4 1 C.116E Cl C.125E Cl
c ---I ---------------------------- ------ ---- C116E C01 C124E 01
-1 I *, I 0.116E Cl 0.118E 01
- +- I  * 1 C.116E Cl C.ICTE Cl
-C --- I ---------------- ------- -. -* ---- I C116E Cl C 044E CO
-1 I + 1 I C.116E Cl 0.e55E CC
-1 1 * I C.115E Cl 0.E52E CO
o90 --- ----------------------- I -------- *----- * -------- C*113E Cl (.951E CO
-I. I * 0C.109E cI 0.112E Cl01
-I 1 t + I C.IC4E 1C 0.129E Cl
12C --- I ------------------- --- I------ *----- --- - C.9719E CO C.138E 01
-1 I * I C.S14E CC 0.133E Cl
-I I + I CE5S4E CC C.112E Cl
150 --- I --------------------- 1----*------------------- I C.60 7E CC C.eC7E 00
-I 4 I * I C(.7CE CO 0.5CIE CC
-1 + I , I C.775E CO C.3C~E CC
180 --- I ------------------------ ------------------- I C92E COC 0. E Co
-I + 1 * I C.E22E CO C.4CE C00
-I I + + I C.858E CC 0.7918 Cc
210 --- I ------- ------------ I- ----- ------- ---------- 1 C*.Ee8E CC Co.ICE C01
-I I _ + I C.90E CC C.130E 01
-I I .*1 C.SCSE CC 0.137E Cl
240 --- I ---------------------------- ------------- --- I C.89E CC O.12IE Cl
-1 I * + i C.O82E CC 0.1 O E 01
-I I ** I C*.86E CC C.E24E CO
270 --- I -- ------------------ - ------------------ I C.871E CC C.449E C00
-1 +I 1 C.8'lE CO O.E38E 00
-I 1+ t I C. 3CE CC C.12SE CC
300 --- I ------------------ ----- --------------- I C.85E CC00 .. 6E 00
-1 l *+ I C.104E (1 O.tC1E Cl
-
I * I C.IICE C1 C.120E Cl
330 --- I ---- -- ---------------------- -------I C.115E 1C 0.125E C...
-I I * + I C.11E C1 0.125E 01
-I I * + 1 C.I18EEC1 0.123E 01
COMFUTEC STRESSES ARE CIVIDEC BY THEIR PEANh ALLE= 5.114HECTCBAS
SE1SUREC STRESSES ARE DIVIDED BY THEIR PEAth \ALLE= 8.25C0ECTCBAFS
CCPVFARISCN EEThEEN CCMPLIED !IRES'SES(*)IFRC1 EtC SIiLLAIIChS) AAC PESUPEL STRESSESt)#MARC' 11 I~ES)
STRESSES AT .45R
C.C (.6S2E CC 0.138E 01
PSI I I 1 COMPUTE IEASURED
0 --- I ---- ------- --- ----- 1 C.flOE 
01 0.121E 01
-I I 4 I C.104E 
;C 0.120E Cl
-1 I C.1C4E Cl C.11 E Cl
30 --- I ---- -.................. - --- + -------- 1 C.105I E Cl C.114E 01
-I . I C.1CGE C1 C.IC1E 01
-I + * I C.113E Cl C.66E 
00
-- --- I ---------------- -- ------ +----.-------- * ------
I 11E CI C.9C E CC
-I I 4 * I 0.122E C1 0.6E2E CC
-I I + I C.122E (1 C.I34E CC
sC --- I --- -.......1-.. .. 4 --- - I CoI2CE Cl C.IC6E C01
-I 1 * * I 0.115E Cl 0.122E 01
-I 1 * 41 CCECEC1 C.135E Cl
120 --- I ------------------------------------- ------ 4 C.IOIE 
CI C.138E C1
-I I * + 1 0.S28E CC O.127E 
01
-I I 1 l C.e$5E CC O.IC3E Cl
10 -------------1 --------..... ----- -1 C.79E 
CC CV.14E CO
-
I * I 0.74SE 00 :0.446E 00
-I4 14 I C.724E CC - .2E8 E CC
lec --- --..-------- -------.......... --------------------- C.IE 
CC C.3CE CC00
-I + I * I 0.741E CO 
0.495E C0
-i I 1 I C.77E CC 0.e6E 
CC
2IC --- I --------- .... .....------------ +-- 
C.E26E CC c.1CE 01
-
1 t + 1 C.el3E CO 0.128E 01
-
1 + 1 (.9CSE CC C.134E Cl
240 --- I --------....... I.------------------ --. 1 0.929E CC 
0.125E 01
-I 4 1 C.35E CC O.IC-E 
01
-I I + * I Co92sE CC C.E6E 00
27C --- 1 ----------------------- 1.---- ---- I C.941E 00 0.735E 00 < o
-I 1+ 4 I C. 63E CC C.713E C C
-I I 0 C.IOE (1 C.795E CC
3CC00 --- I ----------------------1--------- --------------- 1 O. E 
C1 C.54CE 00
-I I + I 0.112E Cl C0.1 E 01
-I I * +  1 C. E C-I C.120E Cl
33C --- I ...............---------------------- I----------------- ---- I C.11E(1 .126E 
01
-I * * I 0.118E . 1  0.126E 01
-1 * + I C.115E C1 0.124E C
CCPPUTEC STRESSES ARE DI~IDED BY THEIR PEAB VALLE= 4.604ECC8S PS
hESUREC STRESSES ARE CIVIDEC BY THEIR PEAN VALLE= 7.97CECTCSAPS
PUN .C6
CCPFARISON EETWEEN CCMPLUEO TRESSESI*)(FR( EiC S1,ULATICNS) Abli EASUREE STRESSES4*I4MARCH 71 E$153 SI
STRESSES AT .45*R I
C.C C.112E CC 0.142E 01
PSI I I I COMPUTEc MEASURED
0 --- 1 -------------------- I -------- -- ------------ I C.96QE CC 0.124E C01
-I I + 1 C.9~3E CC C.118E 01
-I I * + I C.987E CC 011E 01
30 --- I ------------------ ---- ---------- -* ---- --- 1 C*C3E 01 0.oC2E 0C
-I I + I 0.109E o01 .S24E CC
-I " I I C.113E Cl C.E35E CC
6 --- I ------.........--------------- I--------------------- I C.11E Cl C791E C*O
-I I + * I C.117E Cl 0.623E 00
-I I + * 1 C.111E Cl C.3SE CC
90 --- I ------------------ I------------- ----------- C0.1E Cl .112E C01
-I I * * I C.111E Cl 0.130E 01
-I I 4 4 C*IC4E l 0.141E Cl
12C --- I -------------------------------------- 41 C,.EECO C140E 01
-I • I C.eIE CCO .123E 01
-I I * + 1 0.77E CC C.948E CC
150 --- I .------------------ +-4------------------------ I C. E CC 0.621E 00
-I I I C.W1E CC C.352E CC
-1 I 1 C.CIE CC Co.28E CC
18C --- I --------- --......---- ------------------- I C.40CE CC E CO
-I + I C.126E CC C.5 SE CC
-
I 4 I C.39EM CC C.E3CE Cc
210 --- I ------------------ --- I ------- --- -- --------- C.S2E C C.113E C1
-I I * * 1 C.104E Cl 0.133E 01
-I I I C.1CSE CI 0.138E Cl
24C --- I --------------- ------------------- C.I0CE Cl 0.128E Cl
-
I 4+ I C.1CSE Cl C.110E CI
-I I I C.1CE Cl C.JSE CC
27C --- I ------------------ ------------ I C.ICE C1 C.I94E CC
-1 I + I1 C.1C9E C 0.177E CO
-1 I + * I C.112E C1 C E8E CC
30CC --- I ---------------------I--------+---- -------- I C.115E 01 C.e98E CC
-I I + 1 0.111E C1 C.IISE 01
-I I * 1 C.II6E Cl 0.126E 01
330 -- I ----------------------------** ---1- *4---1 C.112E Cl 0.131E C 01
-I I 1 .1CE Cl 0.132E Cl1
-1 I I .C 1CIE Cl C.129E C1
C(OPUTEC STRESSES ARE OIViOCE BV THEIR PEANh ALLE= 4.4481,ECTCEePS
MEASUREC STRESSES ARE CIVIDEC O8 THEIR PEAN %ALUE= 7.59CI0EClEAFS
UA 12.1C
CCFARISON BEThEEN CCMP'lEO !1RESSESM()(FRCP EPC SILATINS) ANC I.EASUREC STRESSES4OISMARCH 71 ES I I
STRESSES AT .45*R.
C .C C.13E CC 0.148E 01
PSI I I I CCPIJT ED MEASURED
S---I I----------------c----- I C.119E Cl 0.128E 01
-I I C.11SE C1 C.133E 01
-1 I * 4 I CaIeE Cl C.136E CI
3C --- I ---- -- -------------- +-------I C.IIEE C1 0.135E 01
-I I * + I C.dl E: i 0.12E C
-I I * 1I C.118E C1 C.11OE 01
6C --- I ----------------- I-------- --------- ---..---.. 1 C.11EE Cl C.S21E CC
-1 - I * I C0.19E cl C.7T3E 00
-1 1+ 1 ColI CE -Col.7E CC
C --- ------------------------ ------- ---------- C.11E Cl C.EE C
-I I + I 1 0.113E 01 0.107E 01
-1 I + 1 C.C EC C1 C:.3E 1l
120 --- 1 ----------- r----- --------------------- 04GlC2E Cl 0.146E 01
-I I * 'l C.955E CC O.145E 01
.l - .... I -- 4 -. .-- * -- I -. .se4 'CO 0.127E 01 .
150 --- I ---------------- I--------------------- I C.ESCE CC Co.47E CC
-I I * I C.E24E0 CO C.95E CC
-I + 1 4 I C.E19E C0 C.331E CC
C --- I ------- 4--------------------- -------------- I C.3CE CC C.24E CC
-I 1 .4 I C0.SCE CC 0.371E CO
-1 4 1 I C. E CC Cf~IE CC
210 --- I -------------------- ----- +---------------- I C.I1E CC 093E CC
-21 I . I C.173E CO C.125E C2
-I I *t + 1 C.FE C C. 136E Cl
240 --- 1 ----------------------- I--0----- -------- -E C .12E 01
-I I + I C.I11E C0 0C.1CE Cl
-1 I f* 1 CE.CE CC c.E6IE CC
270 --- I ------------------ --------------------- I C. 01E 00 0.l14E CC
-I + I 1 C.E35E CC O.M01E CC
-I + I 4 I C0.EeE CC, OC.52E CC
30C --- ----------------------- -- --- *-----------------1 C.S43E CC C.e-CE CO
-I I + * I C.101E, 01 Cg56E CC
-I I -* I C.IC1E Cl OolC.19E 01
33C ----I ----------------------- I----- ------ 4-+ --------- C.112E Cl0 C.I6E C01 1  * 1 lI  O.122E l
- I * * I C.116E C1 0.122E 01
-1 I . I C.11E Cl C.125E Cl
COOPUTEC STRESSES ARE DOIIDEC 81 THEIR PEAK %ALLE= 4.6041ECTLEA PS
MEASUREC STRESSES ARE CI'VIDED Y8 THEIR PEAN ALLE= 1.770HECCeAFS
Uft 12.11
CPFARISCN EETUEEN CCPPLIED SIRESSESI*IiFRE EPC SIF LATIOACS) hlt PEASUREC STRESSESi4)M ARCH 71 IE11S)
iTRESSES AT .5*R'
C.C (.74E CC C.15o E Cl
PSI I I COMPUTE MEASURED
0 --- I ---------------------- I---------------- - 0.13E C1 O.131E 01
-1 I +* 1 C.131E C1 C.13CE C1
-1 I 44 1 C.124E Cl 0.125E 01
30 --- 1 --------------------- I ------------- * -------- I .114E 01 .122E C0
-1 1 $ I C.ICIE Cl C.116E 01
- I 4+ 1 C.ac1E 1 .01C6E Cl
6C --- I ----------------------- I------------------I C.*84E CC C.914E CC
-1 I+ I C.C9E CO O0.71E CC
S+ I1 C.ICIE 1C Ce.CSE CC
1C --- I ---------- ------ ------ +-------I C.103E 1 C 050E CO
-1 I + * I C.C14E Cl C.ISE 0C
-1. 1 * I C.lOE c1 C.11SE Cl
120 --- I -------------------- I-----*----------- ------ C.44E CC 0.135E C1
-1 I 4 C°CE CO O.143E QC
-1 I I C.oe03E CC 0.132E Cl
150 --- I ------------------------1-------- -------------- I C. 66E CC C.C4E 01
-1 .1* I C.16iE 00 0.67E CC
-I + I 4 1 C.et.E CC 0.356E CC
iec --- I -------------------- --------------------- I C.ESlE CC 0C.1 E CO
-I I 4 1 C.895E CC C.2~8E CC
-I 1 4 1 C.14E CC C.543E CO
210 --- I ---------------------- I-- --------------- .I C.19CE CC Co.24E CC
-I I 1 I C.E61E o0 0.12eE 01
-I * *I C.El2E CC 0.146E 01
240 --- I ----------------------- 1*--------------- -* I C.*75E CC' C.143E Cl
-I l* + 1 OC.76E CC O.120E 01
-1 I* *. 1 C.73E CC CoeEE CC
27C ---1 -------- --- I-- .------------------- I C:.5E1E CC C. ICE CO C
-I 4I I 0.92QE CC O.416E CO
-I + I 4 I C.1CIE E1 C.S3CE CC
300CC --- I -------------------------------------. CIE Cl C1743E CC00
-I I + 4 I C.1JE 01 0.C3E C01
-1 I * I C.124E 01 C.129E C~
330 --- I ------------------ I----------------------- 129E 01 0.145E 01
-I * 0.133E 1l C.150E Cl "
-I I * * I C.13E 01 C.145E 01
:C PUTEE STRES!E ARE C IIDED 8B THEIR PEAf6 %ALLE= 4.5921-ECCEAFS
tEASUREE2 STRESSES ARE DIVIDED BY IHEIR PEAN VALUE= 1.65CHECICEAFS
. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .  . ... .. . . . 7.. . . . .
GPPARIS0N EETkEEN CCMPL1ED !IRESSESI*)(FRCf EPC SIKLLATIChS) AhC PEASURE SREESES(+ tWARCH, 71 E$153
iTRESSES AT .4t*R
CoC C.oE4E CC 0.169E 01
PSI1 1 I COOPUTEC IEASIUREO
C ----I ................. ----------- I C. E C1 121E 01
., I + I C.118E Cl C.I1OE C1
-I I C.1C5E Cl 0.1C4E 01
30 --- I .------------------------------I-- I C e.S26E CC C.s48E CC
-
4+ 1 C.855E CC 0919E CC
-I 1 C.e43E Co Co.831E CO
C --- I ------------ I -------- ............------------ I C. CC .3E CC
-I 4 I * I C.962E CC 0733E CC
-1 1 C IC3E CI C.E1CE CC
sc ---1 ---------------- --- -------------------- 1 ICs 6l CTE CC
-I I I C.104E C1 O.119E 01 '
-1 I 1 +  I C.96SE CCO C 35E Cl
120 --- I .----------- -------- I C .eesE CC 0.138E 01
-1 I I C.1e7E CC Ce122E 01
-I *I + 1 C.793E CC C.IE CC
150 --- I ---------------------................ -- --------------- I C E CO .46E C
-I 1 : I C.EEIE CC C.2 4E 00
-I I I C.94EEC C 0,.17E CC
e --- ---------....---------I-- ------------------ I C.991E CC 0.338E CC
-1 I C.9~SE CC C.6O4E CC
-
I _ 1 C.42E CC C.112E C1
210 --- I -----.----------"--------- -- -  ---- I . E CC Co147E Cl
-I 4 4 1 C.797E CC C.160E 01
-I I 4 I CCo . E (  C.448E Cl
24C --- I ----........ --------------- --------------------------- I C.59E C C11E C
-1 4 I C.oC7E CC 0.165E CC
I-I I CC.CC4E 00 C0453E CC
27C --- I ----------------------------.........------------ C. E CC C.341E CC00
-I 41 4 C.105E C1 C0.46E CC +
-1 +[ 4 1 C.112E Cl C.17E CC
3CC --- I ---------..... - -------- -------------- 1 C.119E C1 0.11eE 01
-1 I 4 1 0.125E Cl0 C.149E 01
-11 4 4 0.130C C1 C.167E 01
330 --- I ...........----------------- ------------------- 4 C.135E C01 0.168E Cl
-I I * - 1 C.138E C1 C.155E Cl
-I I *+- C.136E C1 C.13eE Cl
COMPUTEC STRESSES ARE CIVIDEC e THEIR PEAN A LUE= 4.792ECICEAPS
PEASUREC STRESSES ARE DIVIDEC B THEIR 0EAh tALLE= 1.51C0ECCEAFS
a~
RUN 12.13
CO PARISCN EETWEEN COMPtIED ~1RESSES i*)FR( EPC SIOULATIOS) AlC PEASUREC STRESSES(4(IMARCH 71 lESISI
SIRESSES AT .45*
O.C (.S4CE CC 0.188E 01
PSI I I I COMPUTEC "EASURED
S---I -- ------ ------ ------------ I C.128E 01 0.1C6E 01
-
+ 1 C.113E I C.S24E CC
-I +*1 C* 58E CC C.E66E 00
30 --- 1 ----------------- ---------------------------I C. E CC O.645E CC
-I * 4 I I Co74CE CC 0.E19E C0
-! 47 1 1 ,.144E CC 0.715E CC t
S--- .....---------------------------------- I C(.E17E CC C.142E CC
-I + 4 I C.24E CC 0.767E C00
-I + 1 C .102E C C.EE5E CC
'C --- I 1---------- - -- ------------ C.IC7E Cl Ci.1CE CI
-I I . 1 0.105E C1 0.130E 01
-1 1 I (.EIEE. C C*144E Cl
120 --- 1 --------- ------------ *----------------- ------ -1 C893E CO C.140E CI
-I * I + I C.E31E CO 0.1I1E 01
-I 4* I I ISE C C (Ot(~3E CC
150 -- I -------------------- ------------------ --- I C.E62E CC 0.412E 00
-I 1* 1 .O37E CC C.14E CC
II a 1 4  C.1E Cl 0e141E CC
180 --- I ----------------------I-- ---------------------- I C.1C4E CI 0.4CIE CC
-
I * •I C.~102E Cl C.SCE CC
-1 + 1 C.43E CC 0.133E 01
S 10 - -- --------------------- ---------- -- ,--- ---- I C*.44E CC C.1 CE 01
-I * 1 + 1 C.759E CO C.I1IE 01
- * I 1 Co.lcECC C.44E 01
240 --- I ------------------- i----+---- ------- -------I C.13E CC C.IC3E Cl
-I - a I I C. 04E C 0.555E 00
- • . I C. C2E CC C,23EE CC
27C --- I ---- +-------..---------- 1---------------------- I . E CIl C.I.E CC
-1 + I 4 1 C.110ocE 1 0.44E 00 o
-I *I * 1 IC.117E :c C. 2E CC
3CC --- I ------- --------------  *--- ------------ C*124E Cl C.136E 01
-I I * 4 I C.13CE Cl 0.113E 01
-1 I * C.136E CI 0.18EE Cl
330 --- I ---------------------- I-- ----------- .--------- C.141E C1 C.I0E C1
-I I 4 1 0.142E Ci .157E 01
-1 1 + I C.13EE 0- 0.130E 1
COMPUTEE STRESSES ARE CIVIDEC BY THEIR PEAN ALLE= 4.768HECTCEAFS
PEASUREC STRESSES ARE ~IVIDED BY THEIR PEAah ALLE= 7.540tECTCEAPS
. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .
Uh 14.1C
COC FISCN EETbEEN CCMPLIED I1RESSEStI()FRCE EPC SILLAJICS) Aft PEASUREC STRESSES()IPtWARCH 71 TESTS)STRESSES AT .435*P
O.C C7713E CC 0.155E C01
PSI I I I CCMPUTED MEASURED0 --- I --------------- 
--. -- .......... ---....----- I C.117E 01 0.121E o01
-I I 4+ I C.116E (1 C.122E Cl
-1 I 4 11E C.12IE Cl30 --- I ---------------- 
----- .  ------ 4--- - .-. I C0.14E Cl C.1E C
-1 1 4 * I Co114E Cl C.123E Cl
- .* 1 C.115E CI C.113E 016 ---- I -- .--- ------ 
---.... ....  C. IE Cl '.9CSE CC
-I I + 4 I C.118E CI C.63E CC
-I I 4 1 C.11sE CI C0.eaE CCso --- I --------- ------ 
--- 4........ ......---- I C.l1E C1 Co.SIE CC
-I I . 4 1 C.11E Cl 0.111E 01
-I I 1 O.1ll2E 1 Co.134E Cl12C --- I ---- 
--------------.-- 
--- ---... I CO.1E Ci 0.161E 01
-I I C.999E CC 0.153E Cl
-1 1 + 1 C.38E CC C.1SE C150 --- 1 ---------------------- 1--- --- -..........- ---- I C.E8E CC 0.lC2E 01
-I I I C.E5E CC 0. 24E C(G
-1 I 1I C.t36E CC C.3C6E CC1eo --- I ----- ----------------- 
------- 
----------- 
--- I C.f31E CC C.175E CC
-I 1 -I C.8C34E 0C 0.277E CC
-I1 I 1. 1 C.39E CC C.572E CC21C --- I -------------- 
------- -----------.... I .E2E CC C.S49E 00
-1 I 4 I C.k43E CO C.127E Cl
-I I * I C.e4CE CC 0.143E 1Cl240 ---- I -------------- --------------...---- C.3E CC .13E 01
-I I * I C.632E 00 C.116E Cl
-I 1 I C.t34E CC C.E16E CC270 --- I ----------------- 
-- ..........------------------ 1 .44E 0.636E CC
-I I . I C.65lE CC 0.528E CC
+ j 4C.MiE CC 0.15E CC
-I I 4 1 C.991E CC C.9CE CC
-1 1 4+ I C1044E Cl C.113E Cl33C --- I -------------------------- 
----------------------... I C.IC9E CI C. E 01
-I I + I 0.113E Cl 0.125E 01
-I I . + I Coll1E CI C.123E Cl:CPPUTEC STRESSES ARE CIIDEC BN THEIR PEAN %ALLE= 5.0201.ECT ClEAPS
!EASUREC STRESSES ARE DIVIDED 81 THEIR PEAN NALLE= E.11OHECT1eAFS
RUN 14.11
CC4PARISUN EE1wEEN COMPLIED Z1RESSE54) (FR(P EPC SIULLAtICS) KC PEASUREC STREStES43t4WARCH 71 1EST1I
STRESSES AT .45*R
C.C C(.E4CE CC 0.168E 01
PSI 1 I I CONPUTEC MEASURED
0 ---1 -------------------- I------ --------- C.119E 01 0.133E 01
-I I * + I C.11CE Cl C.134E 01
- I I CoICCE C 0o129E 01
3C --- I ------------------------ -- -------------- C937TE CC00 .113E C1
-I . I r 1 C. 13E CC C.$scE CC
-1 * I * I C.34E CC C.8 0E CO
60 --- --------------- 1--------------------- -I C.o3E CC CoSSlE 00
-I + I . C.1o06E Cl C.52E CC
- + * I C.112E 01 C.5E CO
C --- I ------ -------------.- 1 --- --- -- -----------I 0.11SE Cl (o]I15E Cl
-I I * 4 I O1I14E 01 0.149E 01
-1 I +* ColIOE 01 0.167E C1
12C ---  ------------------------------------------ I C*104E C I  0.162E 01
-I I + 1 C.978E CC00 Oo133E 01
-I I++ I CO,24E CC00 C.tE OC
150 --- I ------------ ---------1*------------------------- I C.IE4E CC 0.434E 00
-I 4 C6.85iE CC O.139E CO
-1 + 1 CoE3 E CC C.S5E-C1
1ec ---.I ------ +-- --------------------- --------- 1E (25E CC C.322E CC
-I + 4 I C.C25E CC 0.7105E CC
-I * I C*31E CC 0.113E Cl
i o --- I . ---------------------- --------------- Ce4E CC C.142E C1
-I 1 I Co.CE CC 0.149E 01
-I I + 1 C.E-IE CC C.135E CI
24C --- I ------------------- - I COS21E CC C.ICeE 01
-I + * - I C.g36E CC C.192E CO
-1 + I - 1 C.S41E CC C.CSE CC
27C --- I ---------------------- ------------------------ I C.I42E CC 0C.E5E C
-I + I + I C.I51E CC C.7C5E CC
-1 I 4 1 C.S7IE CO C. C3E CC
3CC - --- --------------------- I---* - --------------- 1 .O*103E Cl C.1E C1
-1 I + 1 C.1CE C1 0.122E 01
-1 I * I I C.1 E : C.12E 01 ,
33C --- I ---------------------- I---- -------- ----------- I C.124E C1 0.128E Cl
-1 I 4 I 0.12tE C0 0.12TE Cl
-I I * 4 I C.125E Cl 0.129E C1
COCPUTEC STRESSES ARE C1IDED B'N THEIR PEANh %LLE= 5.064t!ECIClBPS
MEASUREC STRESSES ARE CIVICEO B THEIR PEAN %ALUE= 7.830HECICEAPS
PUN 14.12
CCPARISN EETkEEN COMPLTED 1RESSESI*) iFREP EPC SIPLLATIChS) AtC PEASUREC STRESSESI4)IIMARCH 71 TESTSISTRESSES AT ,4*RE
-C.2C4E Cl (.C 0.204E 01
PSI I I I COMPUTED MEASURED
0 1 -------------- I------------ *------ I C.110E Cl C.13eE 01
-I I + 1 C.92CE CC C.123E 01
-I .I 4 I C.16CE CC C.IC3E 01
3C --- I ------------------------ I-------- *---- -------- C.U45E CC C.15E CC
-1 I + * 1 0 .64E CC 0.419E CO
-I I + * I C.55E CC C,2 E CC ro
C --- 1- - - -  ... ... I---.------ . .. IC-- .ICE CC C.313E CC
-1 I . I C.ICE Cl C.5 1E 00
-I 1 4 * I C.123E Cl C.IC3E Cl
SC ---------------------- 
---- ------------ 1 C.l3E Cl C.154E Cl
-I 1 * 41 C.132E C1 C.1e4E 01
-I 1 * 4 C.124E C( C.aC4E Cl
120 ----------- ------------------------------------ I C1EE C1 0.1E 01
I + I I C.10CE C1 C.124E 01
-I U 1 8 C ..S5E CC
15C --- I------------------------ ------------ ------ C.-35E CC -0.5 % E-C2
- 4I I I CTC CO -C.274E CO
-I +I * I C.E4SE CC .- C.ISE CC
C -- I -------------- ------ I---- - ---------- I C.eleE CC .s31SE CC
- I 4 * C.O98E CC 0.h47E CC
-1 1 I .74E CC C.152E Cl
10 ----------------------- I----------------------I C.e12E CC C.184E Cl
-1 I I C.E52E CC C.Oe2E 01
-I I . *8 I C*.CE CC C(.1O E C1
240 --- I----- ------------ ---- ----------- - ---------- I C.947E CC C.IC3E C1
-I I 4 * '- I C.14E C0 C.5,3E CC
-1 I 4 * 1 C. 7E Co C0343E CC
270 --- 1------------------------- 
---- --------------- C.1©CE CC 0.343E CC
- I + I C.961E CC CaS57E CC
-1 I +4 I C.9CE CCO C.1E CC
300 --- I------------------------- 
------------ --- -------- I C.I5E Cl .12E C1
-I 1 * 4 1 C.114E Cl C.142E 01
-I I * * I C.124E C1 C.151E Cl
33C --- I------------------------I---- 
------------- +----- I C.I13E Cl C.152E Cl o
-I * 1 C.132E Cl 0.146E 01
-1 I * * I Ce124E (1 0.143E Cl
CCfRPUTEC STRESSES ARE DIVIOEC 8T THEIR PEAI VALLE= 5.02CIECICEAPS
PEASUREC STRESSES ARE DIVIDED 8Y THEIR PEAN ALLUE= 7.750HECTOBAPS -
PUN 14.13
C0 PARISON EETEEN CCIHPLIEI I E $ES14)tFRCP EPC SIPULATICNSI) bAC PEASt $JE SRESSES O4)MARCH 71 tESTS)
STRESSES AT .45*R
-0.229E Cl C.C 0.229E 01
PSI I I I COMPUTED IEASURED
0 - ----- --------- I---. ---------- I C.11E Cl 0.135E C0
-I I C.ISE -CC C.114E 01
-I I * + I C.*5eE CO C. 13E CC
30 --- 1---------- ------------ I-------------------- -. I C.E2E CC C.065E CC
-! I + 1 C.SCeE CC 0.e29E CO
-1 * I C.553E CC C.1CE CC00
C --- 1---- -------------- --I----- *.---------- ----- I C C C.230E CC
-I I + * I C.912E CC 0.57E 00
-I - .I I C.112E (1 C.114E Cl
9 I ----------.... ------- ------.----- * ----- I C.129E 0.173E Cl
-I I * *1 C.13eEEC1 0.217E 01
-I I + C.13e8El C1 0.22E Cl
120 --- ------------------ I------------------ C.133E Cl C.4CE 01
- I 4 + 1 C.123E C1 0.138E 01
-I + I C+ .13E C C.E 00CC
150 --- I----------------------------e- * -*----- ------- I C.104E Cl -0.5*4E-C1
-I +. 1 * I C.55E CC -C.4cE CC00
-l + 1 * I C.SE (C -C.3CTE CO
18C --- I -------------------- I -------- -- ------------- I C.2E- Co C 14E C
-
I 00779E CC O1C64E CC
-I 1 I C.153E (C C.152E C01
210 --- 1 ---- --------------- ----------------------* --- I C0156E CC C.18E 01
-1 4 + I C0 790CE CO C.iS4E 01
-1 I I + 1 C.E4Ee CC C,.I2E Cl
24C --- I--------------- -------- I-- --------- . --------. 1 C.E00 C.110E 01
-I I I C.95E CC C.5o4E 00
-1 I . 4 1 C. eIE CC C,264E CC
27C ---.....------......----------- I-+---- --- ------------ C.S63E CC O.CE 00
-I I + * 1 C.9~E CC C.4C3E 00
-I I * 4 1 C.CE CC C.15E CC
300 ------ ------------------ I---------- ----------- 1 C.1E C1 C114E C01
-I I 4 + 1 C.114E Cl C.143E l01
-1 1 . 4 I C.124E Cl C.UCE Cl
33C -- I--------------------------I--------------4--------I C.135E Cl ClelSE Cl
-I 1 * * 1 0.13 0.lCE 01
-i I 44 I C.134E C1 C.15CE Cl1
CCPUTED STRESSES ARE DIVIDEC sB IHEIR PEA!h NALLE= 5.1121-ECICEAFS
PEASUREC STRESSES ARE CIVIDED O~ THEIR PEAN VALLE= 1.750HECICE6PS
RUN 16.08
COMPARISO BETWEEN COMPUTED STRESSES(*)(FROM EMC SIMULATIONS) AND MEASJRED STRESSES(I4(MARCH 71 TESTS)
STRESSES AT .45*R
0.0 0.764E 00 0.153E 01
PSI I I I COMPUTED MEASURED
0 --- I ---------------------- I-----------------I 0.10E 01 0.113E 01
-I I * 4 I 0.107E 01 0,123E 01
-I I * + I 0.108E 01 0.128E 01
30 --- I ----------------------- I----------*-------------I 0.109E 01 0.124E 01
-1 I * I 0.112E 01 0.112E 01
-I I + * I 0.116E 01 0.980E 00
60 --- I ------------------------------------------- 0.121E 01 0.901E 00
-I I * I 0.125E 01 0.937E 00
-I I + * I 0.127E 01 0.109E 01
90 --- I --------------------- I ------------------ +------I 0.126E Oi 0.131E 01
-I I * +1 0.123E 01 I0148E 01
-I I * 0.118E 01 0.153E 01
120 --- I -----------------------I------------ ------------ I 0.11E 01 0.139E 01
-I I *+ I 0.104E 01 Oo1088E 01
-I +I * I 0.979E 00 0.705E 00
150 --- I ----------------------- I-----------------------I 0.934E 00 0.383E 00
-I + * I 0.907E 00 0.226E 00
-I + * I 0.896E 00 0.288E 00
180 --- I ------------------------- +- I------------------- I 0.895E 00 0.536E 00
-I I * I 0.899E 00 0.871E 00
-I I * + I 0°902E 00 0.117E 01
210 --- I ------------------------I---------------------- I 0.899E 00 0.132E 01
-I I * + I 0.888E 00 0.129E 01
-I I * + I 0.871E 00 00 111E 01
240 --- I -----------------------I--*--------------------- I 0.850E 00 0.885E 00
-I +I * I 0.828E 00 0.708E 00
-I + I * I 0.812E 00 0.651E 00
270 --- I ----------------------- +*----------------------- I 0.805E 00 0.727E 00 e
-I I1* + I 0.812E 00 0*887E 00
-I I * + I 0.834E 00 0.105E 01
300 --- I ------------------------- I-----------+-----------I 0.871E 00 O.116E 01
-I I * + I 0.917E 00 0.117E 01 o
-I I * + I 0.966E 00 0.111E 01
330 --- I --- -------------------- I ------ +---------------I 0.101E 01 0.103E 01
-I I +* I 0.104E 01 0.997E 00
-I I +* I 0.106E 01 0.104E 01
COMPUTED STRESSES ARE DIVIDED BY THEIR MEAN VALUE= 4.796HECTOBARS
C PARISON BE1UEEEN COCPLTIED !1RESSES 4)fMF809 EPC SI.LLATICASI AC PEASIREEC S1 ESSES(40IAARCH 71 1ESS S
STPESSES AT .458*
C.C C.651E CC C.13CE C01
PSI I I I COMPUTEC M EASURED
0 -- -----------------------1------------- -- *----- I C.ICEE Cl 0.114E C
-I I I C.ICE 10 CI C.122E Cl
- I * 41 C.110E C1 0.12eE Cl
3C --- I ----------------------- -----------------------* C.113E Cl C.130E Cl
-I I * * I C.lE C01 .126E C1 l
-I 1 4* I C.119E Cl.- C.11'E C01
60C --- I -- -------------------------- -------I C.12CE 01 C.o6E C1
-I I o I C.119E Cl C.eCE CO
-I . I 0+ * 1 .I1EE Cl C41E CC
--- I I----------------------- I C 141E C1 0. IE 01
-I I *4 I 0.17E Cl GaUoOE 01
-I I 4 1 cI .lc4E C.12CE Cl
120 --- I - --------------- --- ---- *--- -- -- I-- C.IC3E 01 0C124E 01
-I /I 4 I 0C.103E C1 C.i~SE C01
SI 1 4 1 o*104E Cl C.1C9E Cl
15C --- I ----- - ------------- ---- -------- ----- - I C.1CE Cl C,.S3E 00
-1 I + I C.1C4E Cl C0,76E CC
-I I * I Co.C3E Cl C.tC6E CO
180 --- I --------- +- -------- -- --------- -1 C..0IE Cl Co.7CE CO
-I I C I 0. 8E CO C.74E CC
-1 I 4 .63E CCO C.EE CC
210 --- I -------------- ---------------- ------ I C.939E CC C.4E CC
-I I * .1 0.913E CC C.ICSE 01
-1 I * 1 COeeCE CC CoIC4E C01
24C --- I ---------------------- I ------ --------4 -I C.E3SE CC .Coi4E CC
-I I .* + I C.795E CC C. 2E CC
-1 I I C.961E CC 0.EC5E CC
27C --- I ----------------- -1-* -- -- ---- -- -- ---- I C35E CC C.773E CC
-I I C.14CE CC C.163E CC
-I I + 1 C.776E CC C.ECE CC
3CC00 -- --------------------- 1------- *-------------- I C.E31E CC C.91E CC
-I I 4 + 1 C.911E CO C.68E CC
-1 I I C5e1E CC .SS5E CO
330 --- I ----- ----------------------- +t*-------- C.IC3E Cl C*ICIE 01
-I I I C.1E 01 0.I13E C1
-1 I * I C.1CECI 1 clch 10 /0
CFIPUTEC STRESSES ARE CIIDOEC 81 THEIR PEAA \ALUE= 4.716tECCEAS
PEASUREC STRESSES ARE CIVIDED BY THEIR PEAh N.ALLUE= .83CHECTCE PS
RUN 16.10
COMPARISO0 BETWEEN. COMPUTED STRESSES(*)(FROM EMC SIMULATIONSI AND NEASJRED STRESSESt MMARCH 71 TESTS1
STRESSES AT .45R
0.0 0.652E 00 0.130E 01
PSI I I I COMPUTED MEASURED
0 ---1 ----------------------------------------*-+----I 0.111E 01 0.117E. 01
-I I * + I 0.111E 01 0.124E 01
-I I + 0.113E 01 0.130E 01
30 --- I ---------------------- I---------------------+ 0.117E 01 O.130E 01
-I I *+ I 0.120E 01 0.123E 01
-I I + * I O.120E 01 0.112E 01
60 --- I -------------------- I ---------------------- I 0.117E 01 0.995E 00
-I I + * I 0.110E 01 0.915E 00
-I I + * I O.102E 01 0.909E 00
90 --- I ----------------------- I----------+---------------- I 0.937E 00 0 0 978E 00
-I I * + I 0,890E 00 0o109E 01
-I I * + I 0.893E 00 0119E 01
120 --- I ----------------------- I------- ------------- -I 0.946E 00 0.123E 01
-I I * + I 0.103E 01 0.118E 01
-I I * I 0.112E 01 0.105E 01
150 --- I -----------------------I -------- +---------- ---- I 0.118E 01 0.895E 00
-I I + * I 0.120E 01 0.76TE 00
-I I + * I 0.118E 01 0.717E 00
180 --- I ----------------------------- -----------------I 0.113E 01 0.761E 00
-I I +* I 0.106E 01 0.875E 00
-I I *+ I 0.100E 01 0. IO11E 01
210 --- I ----------------------- I-------------+-------I 0.953E 00 0.109E 01
-I I I 0.911E 00 0.110E 01
-I I * I 0.868E 00 0.102E 01
240 --- I ---------------------- I----- ------------------- I 0.8E 00 0.882E 00
-I I * I 0.760E 00 0.747E 00
-I +* I 0709E 00 0.664E 00
270 --- I ----------------------- ----------------- ------ I 0.681E 00 0.663E 00 C+
-I I1 + I 0.690E 00 0.737E 00
-I I * + I 0.942E 00 0.852E 00
300 --- I --------------------I ---------- +------------ I 0.829E 00 0.965E 00
-II + I 0.930E 00. 0.104E 01 o
-I I * + I 0.102E 01 0.107E 01
330 --- --------------------- I------------------------I 0.109E 01 0.107E 01 a
-I I 4 * I 0.111E 01 0.108E 01
-I *I +* I 0.112E 01 0.IIIE 01
COMPUTED STRESSES ARE DIVIDED BY THEIR MEAN VALUE= 4.620HECTOBARS
